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STOICS

F all philosophies, stoicism is the most ethical.
Ethics is the
substance of its teachings, its characteristic feature.
Its
aim is to liberate man from the slavery of the passions, to
offer him an inviolable refuge in the freedom of the will,
to make hi mvalue virtue as the supreme good.
Stoicism is

thus profoundly

practical,

and

it is for this reason

that,

from its very origin, it found favor with some of the noblest minds of
Rome.
But as expounded in the discourses of one of its last representa-

tives, the slave philosopher, Epictetus, it resembles so closely the ethical
doctrines of Christianity that many are of the opinion that it was influenced by Christian thought, then quietly but steadily gaining ground in
Pagan Rome.
Epictetus was born at Hieropolis, in Phrygia.
In his youth he was sent

to Rome, where he became the slave of Epaphroditus, one of Nero’s freedmen and favorites, during the last year of that Emperor's reign. Several
interesting anecdotes

are related of him

tude and equanimity he had acquired.

that indicate the degree of forti-

Epaphroditus amused himself one

day by twisting the leg of his slave. “You will break it,” remarked Epictetus.
But his master continued, and when the leg was actually broken
by violence, the patient slave calmly said: “Did I not tell you that you
would break it?” After the death of his master he was given his liberty
and dwelt in Rome in a miserable hut without a door, where he had no
furniture but a bed and an iron lamp. One day during his meditations his
_lamp was stolen. He replaced it by an earthen one, and calmly remarked
that if the thief came back, he would be greatly disappointed. This earthen
lamp was sold at his death for three thousand drachme.
From his pupil, Arrian, we learn that Epictetus studied philosophy at
first under a Stoic teacher called Musonius Rufus, and he devoted his
whole life to the study and teaching of philosophy.
His teachings were

not to the taste of the Romans, and he was banished from Rome with other

philosophers, by Domitian.
Exile must have been easy to bear with for a
man who found everywhere “the same world to admire, the same God to
praise.” He went to Nicopolis, in Epirus, and there opened a school where
the Roman youth came in numbers to listen to him.
It is here that he
died, about the year 117 A.D.
Epictetus himself did not commit any of
his principles to writing.
Arrian, his most distinguished disciple, made a
compilation

of his discourses,

and

besides the Encheiridion or Manual.

we still possess

four

books

of this work,
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Epictetus discards all philosophical speculation. He adopts Stoic metaphysics without discussing it. As previous Stoics, he identifies God and
nature: everything is God, and God makes everything of His divine substance. The human soul is but a remarkable manifestation of this substance.
The soul should therefore imitate God, and as God made the world one

well-coérdinated whole, man should make of all his actions one perfectly
adjusted whole. Epictetus likewise identifies fatality and Providence, and
never

alludes to the doctrine

of immortality

taught by the great philos-

- ophers. Ethics was for Epictetus what it is for all ancient philosophers,
not the science of duty, but the art of being happy upon this earth and of
realizing the ideal of human life, the equanimity of the wise man.
In
order to attain this happiness man must be indifferent to all exterior things
that do not depend upon his will, such as health, fortune, honors, riches,
and dignities.
He must, moreover, oppose his passions.
They are the

enemies of reason, maladies of the soul, and should be suppressed. What
will be the reward granted for this complete renouncement? Nothing, but
the temporary and partial happiness resulting from
destiny is accomplished on this earth.

peace of soul, as our

These ideas characteristic of stoicism, are interspersed with other views
that have evidently been drawn from a different source. Epictetus knew
of the first Christians, as he speaks of them. He calls them baptized Jews

or Galileans.
He marvels at their fearlessness in presence of death, the
real cause of which he does not seem to suspect, and he expresses his regret

that stoicism is so powerless in this respect. “Show me a Stoic,” he says,
- “who is sick and happy, in disgrace and happy. Show him: I desire, by
the gods, to see a Stoic.
Show me at least one who is forming, who has
shown a tendency to be a Stoic. Do me this favor: do not grudge an old
man seeing a sight which I have not seen yet.” And, in opposition with
the truly baptized or Galileans, he calls the Stoics the falsely baptized,
because of their neglect to put their actions in harmony with their prin-

ciples,

Is it not evidently to a Christian inspiration that Epictetus owes

these beautiful words by which he describes the role of man upon earth?
In any case, nowhere in pagan antiquity do we find even an idea that

might have suggested

the sublime thoughts that Epictetus

expressed

in

these

were

else, both

in

terms:

“If we

wise,

ought

we

to do anything

public and in private life, than to sing hymns and bless the deity, and to
tell of his benefits? Ought we not when we are digging and ploughing
and eating to sing this hymn to God?” “Great is God, who has given us
such implements with which we shall cultivate the earth: great is God,

who has given us hands, the power of swallowing, a stomach, imperceptible
growth, and the power of breathing while we sleep.”
“This is what we

ought to sing on every occasion, and to sing the greatest and most divine .

hymn for giving us the faculty of comprehending these things. Well then,
since most of you have become blind, ought there not be some man to fill
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this office, and on behalf of all to sing the hymn to God?
can

I do, a lame

old man,

nightingale, I would

than sing hymns

to God?

d6 the part of a nightingale:

would do like a swan.

But now

I am a

For what else

If then

I were

a

if I were a swan, I

rational creature, and I ought to

praise God: this is my work; I do it, nor will I desert this post, so long as
I am allowed to keep it; and I exhort you to join in this same song.”
Many of the ethical maxims of Epictetus in particular appear to have
been inspired by Christianity, and contain the most fruitful lessons, provided we bear in mind the correct notion of human destiny. “Epictetus,”
as Pascal says, “is one of those philosophers who have best comprehended
the duties of man.” And indeed we find maxims that refer to man’s duties
towards

himself,

towards

his neighbor,

and

towards

God:

Evidence

the

following maxims:
“‘No man is a slave who is free in his will.”
“Let death be daily before your eyes, and you will never think of anything mean, nor will you desire anything extravagantly.”

“Men are disturbed not by the things which happen, but by the judgment they form of these things. Take heed lest your imagination lead you
astray.”

!

To the question, “How are we to love our friends?” Epictetus answers:
“As a soul of noble and happy disposition. For reason-does not teach you
to be mean spirited, nor to lament yourself, nor to depend on another, nor

even to blame God or man. Love your friends, I entreat you, by observing
these rules. But if through this affection you are going to be a slave and
wretched, there is no profit in being affectionate. And what prevents you
from

loving another as a person subject to mortality, as one who

away from you.

Did not Socrates love his own children?

may

go

He did; but it

was as a free man, as one who remembered that he must be a friend to the
gods.
It is not fit for us to be unhappy on account of any person, but to
be happy on account of all, but chiefly on account of God who has made

us for this end.”
Detachment

is, according

to Epictetus,

the principle

well as of lasting friendship, and piety consists
God. “If you think that any of the things which
good or bad, it is absolutely necessary that, when
you wish, or fall into those things which you do
fault and hate those who are the cause of them.
reviles his father when

siders to be good.

he has been given

of true

piety

as

in being contented with
are not in our power is
you do not obtain what
not wish, you will find
For this reason a son

no part

of the things he con-

In like manner the cultivator of the earth reviles the

gods, the sailor does, and the merchant, and those who lose their wives and

their children.
to piety towards

For where your interest is, there also your piety is.”
the gods you must

know

“As

that this is the thing, to have

right opinions about things, to think that they exist, and that they administer the All well and justly; and you have the duty to obey them, and to
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yield to them in everything which happens, and voluntarily to follow it as
being accomplished by the wisest intelligence.
For if you do so, you will
never either blame the gods, nor will you accuse them of neglecting you.”
It was such maxims as the above quoted that caused posterity to raise

the slave of Epaphroditus to the rank of the greatest of pagan moralists.
To the Christian philosopher, however, the ethics of Epictetus must needs
appear as inadequate and capable of little result, nothwithstanding the
Christian garb that envelops some of its teachings.
The resemblance is
all on the surface. The moral of Epictetus is wanting in some of the essential ideas that were known even to great philosophers of pagan antiquity.
The idea of a living, personal God, who is deeply interested in the welfare
of his creatures, and who does not abandon them to the whims of fate. The

idea of immortality, that opens an impassible abyss between man, and the
rest of created beings. Epictetus himself was of a profoundly religious
disposition. He took delight in living in harmony wit hthings and with
the deity, overcoming all obstacles to this harmony.
But from experience
with his fellow-men, he might have understood that it is useless to wish
to impose upon men arduous duties, if in exchange for lifelong efforts,
they cannot be given at least the hope of a reward that will extend beyond
this life.
CHARLES WHALEN, 707.

KINDNESS

A lusty gale

Sweeps thro’ the vale,
And stately uplifts,
Bowed down by rain-drifts,
The velvet rose.
A kindly word
Betimes conferred,
From

sorrow

relieves,

To gladness retrieves
A heart of woes.
EpMUND

HALE,

’07.
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EASTER
Dramatis

CONVERT
Persone.

Mr. Colton, a wealthy merchant.
Harry,
Tom,
Nellie,
Mr. Colton’s study.

deep thought.
Mr. Colton:

Children of Mr. Colton.

ScENE I.
Enter Mr. Colton; he paces to and fro, absorbed in

I wonder what can have come over Nellie!

The poor child

is always pestering me about when I went to Communion last.
Communion!
That’s for children. But—she’s a child. When I went to Communion last?—Let me see;—she makes her Communion on Easter; it is

just ten years this Easter since I went last.

Yes, I went with dear, de-

parted Rose; and Rose spoke of our first —.
(Troubled.)
But what is the
use of bothering my brain about these trifles?—I almost feel touched.
I

promised Rose—well,

I don’t care what I did promise!

Yes, what did I

promise?
Ah, (pensive) Nellie is so much like her mother.
It was ten
years ago—.
(A movement of impatience ; he seizes his hat, dons his coat.)

I have other more important

things to think about than these, and I'll

dimsiss them from my mind for good.
(JLzstens.) . But here come the children from school; I wonder if Nellie is going to get at me again.
(Hnter
Nellie.)

Nellie:

‘Hello, papa, dear!

:

Mr. Colton:
Ah, Nell! (kisses her) how’s my darling?
(takes her on
his knee.)
Nellie:
O papa, I have just received my last instruction before First
Communion.
(endearingly) Won’t you receive Communion with me on’
Easter?
Mr. Colton:
(uneasy, placing her on the floor and seizing his hat) Child,
do not bother me with these questions; I have no time for them. You had

better run off, now, to the nursery.

I am going to my office to do some

work. Good-by! (kisses her and hurries out.)
Nellie:
(looking after him as he goes) Poor papa!

cried. I wonder if I made him cry!
as if worried.)
ScENE

Looked

as if he

(She leaves the room, walking slowly,
II.

Nursery room. Enter Tom, Harry, and Nellie.
Tom:
Now, Nell, tell us what that great secret is that you have.
Harry: Yes, come on; nurse is out and no one will hear.
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No, it hasn’t happened yet, and I don’t know if it will.

Tom:
No matter, Nell; tell us at least what it is about.
Nellie: No, I'll tell you when it comes.
Harry: Ah! do tell us, Nell; we’re awful anxious to know.

Nellie:

Well, here it is.

I was trying to get papa to go to Communion

with me next Sunday; I was praying and praying that he would, and I was

sure I could get him to; but now he wouldn’t promise yet. What could be
done? It’d be so nice to have papa come on my First Communion day and

receive Jesus with me.

What could we do?

Tom: Pray to St. Joseph; he does everything you ask him to do.
Nellie: But I did pray to him.
Harry:
I got it; write a letter to him.
Both:
That’s it. .

Nellie: And I didn’t think of it. Let’s go down to papa’s study and
do it immediately before the nurse comes home, or she will not allow us to
go to the study.
Scene
Mr. Colton’s study.

IIT.

Nellie seated at the writing-desk.

Her two brothers,

Tom and Harry, on either side of her.
Nellie:
( prepar ing to write) Now tell me what to write.
Tom: Write nice, and St. Joseph’ll like it better.

Harry:

Yes, Nell, write nice; just write what you want; St. J oseph’ll

understand it all right.
Nellie:
lpriting) “Dear Saint Joseph !”

Tom: Write “dearest”; that’ll be better.
Nellie:
(writing, and reading aloud as she

:
writes)

“Dearest

Saint

Joseph, You know I’m going to make my First Communion on Easter, and

I want papa to go to Holy Communion, too, on that day.

Now, he does

not want to promise me. My teacher told me that you would do anything
we will ask you to do, and I suppose you can make papa do on Kaster as I
want him t odo. If you will grant my wish, I promise—(turning to Tom)

—what shall I promise, ‘Tom ?
Tom: Tell him yow’re going to be a good girl.
Nellie: That’s too easy.

Harry: Is it? Well, I know that for me that’d be promising something
hard, and that I wouldn’t be so sure to keep.
Nellie: All right! (continues to write in silence; finally, laying down
the pen and holduig the paper at arm’s length) Well, there it’s done; I hope
it’s nice enough written.

(Cries of the nurse from within):
Tom:

Nellie! Tom! Harry!

There ’s nurse calling; let’s go and see what she wants, and we'll

come afterwards to write the address.
(All three leave the room hastily
by the rear door. Hardly are they gone, when Mr. Colton enters the room,
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lays astde his coat and hat, and, looking weary, comes
chair, when suddenly he sees the paper on the desk.)

Mr. Colton:

What’s this?

to sit in his office-

Those children were in here again;

up the paper)—trying to write a letter!

(takes

(reading slowly the childish hand-

writing) “Dearest Saint Joseph”—hm!
“You know I’m going to make
my First Communion on Easter’—that Communion again—(reads in
silence, passing his hand over his eyes several times; finally sinks back into
his chair and, glancing at the sheet before him, is lost in deep thought.
Enter Nellie stealthily from a side door, and advancing on tiptoes, peers
over her father’s shoulders.

Suddenly, throwing her arms about him)—

Nellie: Papa, you have read my letter, and now you must give me the
answer, too. Is it “yes”?
Mr. Colton:
(clasping Nellie in his arms) Yes, darling, yes; I will
receive Communion with you on Easter-day,
Joseph has heard your prayer.

and

often

after, too.

Saint

CURTAIN.
CuarLes J. Hayes, ’09.
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Mavtime
““Tris Maytime”, sang the
With

Robin

carol sweet and

“Rejoice!

Rejoice!

clear,

for nature's

Most gladsome time is here.”
“Tis Waytime!’, rang a chorus

In wondrous harmony
&s through
(ay

the budding

blent,

forest

birds their warble sent.

““Tis Wlaytime!” signed the zephyrs
‘With balmy

voice and soft;

"Phe violets heard the whisper
Rnd

raised their heads aloft

“Tris Maytime!”; breathed
Ra
&

from

the boughe

fragrant perfume
VV hose

the orchard :

sweetness

so fair

wafted
filled

the

air.

““IPis WMaytime!”, sang the children,
Ryd

decked with blossoms gay

‘Phe shrine of Mary

Mother,

dnd crowned her Queen of May,
Albert

G.

Zengerle,

’09.
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IVANOWITSH

MENDELEEF

O man in Russia has exercised a greater or more lasting influence on the development of physical science than Mendeleef.
His mode of work and thought were so purely his own, the
manner of his teaching and lecturing so entirely original,

and the success of his great generalization, the Periodic Law,
so strikingly complete, that he became to Ruusia, in the eyes

of the outer world, what Berzelius was to Sweden, Liebig to Germany, or
Dumas to France.

Dmitri Ivanowitsh Mendeleef was born on the 7th day of February, 1834,
at Tobolsk, in Siberia.

Soon after the birth of Dmitri, his father becanie

blind, and the family of seventeen children became practically dependent
upon the mother, Maria Dmitrieona Mendeleeva, a woman of great energy
and remarkable force of character.
Mendeleef prefaced his great work,
On Solutions, with the story of his youth and dedicated the volume to his
mother in a passage of singular beauty and power.

His early education was

received at the University of St. Petersburg, and later he was transferred
to the Pedagogical Institute, where he attached himself to the Department

of Physical Sciences, thus coming under the tutorship of such learned men
as Woskresenky, Emil Lenz, Ostrogadsky, Ruprecht, F. Brandt, Kutorga,
and Sawtish.
His first paper on “Isomorpbism” was written while at the
Institute. Even at this early period of his career we find the young Siberian
speculating on the relations between the specific gravities of substances and
their molecular weights, the great problems with which his name is inseparably connected.
He pointed out that magnetic elements have smaller

specific volumes than diamagnetic elements; and showed that Avogadro’s
supposition, that electro-positive elements have larger specific volumes than
electro-negative

elements,

agreed

with

the greater

number

of well-estab-

lished facts.
Mendeleef’s public defense of his dissertation, “On the Combinations of
Water with Alcohol,” which had brought forth much adverse criticism, was
the cause of his being made Doctor of Chemistry in the University.
Mendeleef was so prolific a writer that it is impossible, within the narrow limits of this article, to attempt to do justice to his work.

There is no

section of chemical science that has not been furthered by the working of
his master-mind. His papers on (nanthol-Sulphurous Acid, on Fermentation, Propyl Alcohol, and on the Nitriles, broadened the rapidly growing
domain of organic chemistry. His reputation, however, rests mainly upon
his efforts in the field of physical chemistry and chemical philosophy.
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published

by Mendeleef
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in 1869, is one of the

It is a4 treasury of ideas from which investigators

have repeatedly drawn material for researches in new fields.
It holds a
place in the history of the science that it will never lose. In this work he
propounded the Periodic Law—a generalization that exerts a deep influ-

ence wherever the study of chemistry is actively pursued.

The principles

that led to the formulation of this law are embodied in the peice:
propositions :
(1)
The elements, if arranged according to their atomic weights, exhibit an evident periodicity of properties.
(2)
Elements which are similar as regards their chemical properties
have atomic weights which are either of nearly the same value, or which
increase regularly.
(3)
The arrangement of the elements, or of groups of elements, in the
order of their atomic weights, corresponds with their valences, and to some
extent, with their distinctive chemical properties.
(4)
The elements which are the most widely diffused have smaller
atomic weights.

(5)

The magnitude of the atomic weight detoeaiies the character of

the element, just as the magnitude of the molecular weight determines the
character of a compound substance.
(6)
We must expect the discovery of many yet unknown elements—for
example, elements analogous to aluminum and _ silicon—whose atomic
weights would be between 65 and 75.
(7)
The atomic weight of an element may sometimes be amended by a
knowledge of those of the contiguous elements.

(8)

Certain characteristic properties of elements can be foretold from

their atomic weights.
In his Faraday Lecture, from which these words are taken, Mendeleef
indicated the lines upon which the evolution of his theory proceeded.
It is
based wholly on experiment.
Without the knowledge of certain data it
could not possibly have been discovered, but with this knowledge, says
Mendeleef, its appearance is natural and intelligible.
To make possible
the formulation of this law, it was necessary (1) to adopt definite numerical
values for the atomic weights, (2) to recognize that the relations between
the atomic weights of analogous elements were governed by some general
law, and (3) to have a more accurate knowledge of the relations and analogies of the rarer elements.
The Periodic hows was, to use Mendeleef’s

words, “the direct outcome of the stock of generalizations that had accumulated by the end of the decade 1860-79.”
The

services rendered

to the science by Mendeleef’s

law are indeed

siete

ing. It has led, during the few decades since its enunciation, to the discovery of several demon. notably galliwm, scandium, and germanium,
each of which was fully described by its properties before its discovery.
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Besides leading to the discovery of new elements, this great generalization

has brought chemists to re-determine the atomic weights of several elements,

to find the former values incorrect and the new values in conformity with
the law.
The science of

Chemistry

searcher in its fields.

owes

much

THE

ok

:
to this great re-

The radical and progressive character of his mind,

and the keenness of his mental vision,
Periodic Law could be the result of no
mind.
Mendeleef died on February 2,
stilled, his name and fame, so securely
zation, will live forever.

OWARD

of its progress

HAVEN

are apparent in all his labors. His
other working than that of a master1907, and though his great mind is
bound up in his unequaled generaliA. REGAN, 707.

OF REST

the close of a wintry day,

a man whose still youthful

countenance was shaded by a heavy beard, was plowing his
way with labored steps through the deep snow. The lonely
road on which he was passing was the only one that led

to the village of Oakland.
Though the traveler’s movements were languid, his eyes were glowing with anticipation. He gazed before him, trying to distinguish in the gathering gloom
some certain one among the scattered dwellings of the hamlet. At last his
eyes remained fixed upon a secluded cottage a little distance from the public road and guarded by a giant oak. The pace of the wanderer quickened
and emotion dimmed his sight as he advanced towards the place, yet he
paused suddenly before the broken fence that separated the little gardenplot from the roadway.
His look of expectation changed to one of sadness
In the snow there was no trampled path to bid the
and disappointment.
sojourner enter and rap at a hospitable door; from the roof there curled

no column of smoke to foretell that comfort awaited him within. The
The stranger looked helplessly about,
place was evidently uninhabited.
and after some effort found entrance to the uninviting house—the place
that had been the home of his childhood and where he had dared to hope
that a cheerful hearth and a mother’s fond embrace might still await him.
There were still a few pieces of old furniture in the room, but everything

bespoke neglect and ruin.

The sight of these familiar objects, connected

so intimately with other associations, far more
brought the memory of the past vividly before

dear to the young man,
Overcome by
his mind.

fatigue and sorrow, he sank into his father’s old arm-chair and, burying
his face in his hardened hands, he gave vent to his silent grief and wept
like a child.
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From his early childhood up, David Farnum had been of romantic disposition. He was a quiet lad and loved his books, but he was averse to the

every-day

life of Oakland.

With

the extent of his reading increased. the

fervor of his desire to see the world. When he was seventeen he left his
father’s farm to go to sea. The fond parents had strenuously objected to
his leaving home, but finally they yielded to his persistent pleadings.
While consenting, the old couple firmly believed that David would return

before he had gone far from Oakland; but when from New York they
received a letter, in which he informed them with undisguised joy that he
had obtained some occupation on a steamer which was about to sail for

England, their hopes died away, and they realized that their son had no
passing notion when he said he longed to see the world.

After five years spent in England, David worked his way to Australia,
where he became interested in a gold mine. Here, after eight years’ labor,
he had succeeded in acquiring a small fortune. But his spirit of unrest still
urged him on to a new change. He had not heard from home for many
years, in spite of repeated letters he had sent to his father, and now longed
once more to see his aged parents. Accordingly he set out for Oakland by
way of San Francisco, thus making a tour of the world and realizing a
dream of his boyhood days.
Chilled by the low temperature of the room, David arose from his sad
reflections and went to the window. On a low limb of the oak he saw a
knotted rope, blackened with age. He remembered that rope. It had been

a swing that
companions.
image of the
plated in the

he had placed there when he and Martha Gray were school
Martha Gray! With the name came back to his memory the
dark-eyed country lass, an image that he had often contemdark and despondent moments of his roving life.
Shortly

before leaving home he had breathed his boyish love to Martha and told
her that some day he would return to make her his wife.

The whistling of the wind and the creaking of the timber interrupted his

musings and reminded him of his present situation.
He must go somewhere to seek for food and shelter for the night. At that moment the snow

began to fall with increased thickness and he dared not venture out in

such a storm.
He was
the closely veiled figure
of about five years and
shelter under the deep

enter.

about to withdraw from the window when he saw
of a woman, who was leading by the hand a child
was hurrying toward the house, evidently to seek
porch.
David threw open the door and bade them

‘he woman drew back in surprise at the presence of a man in what

she knew to be an uninhabited house; but David’s kind words disarmed
her fear and she accepted the gracious invitation. David lit a candle and
set about gathering what fuel he could find to kindle a fire in the rusty

stove.

The woman

noticed

with an air of conviction

drew back in surprise.

with interest David's

she asked,

“Are

every

you not David

The sound startled him.

move.

Finally

Farnum?”

He

He recognized the voice
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of the questioner; it was Martha.
She raised her veil and the two companions of former years greeted each other heartily, yet not without a
tinge of sadness and apprehension on the part of David.
“What means
this solitary place?” David ventured to ask, tremulously.
“What about my
father and mother?”
A pause followed, and David read the answer to his
question in his companion’s eyes. “Did not the news reach you?” Martha
answered in surprise.
“Your father died some five years after you went
away, and your mother survived him only a few months.
Be assured,” she

continued,

in the hope of assuaging his grief, “they were well cared for

in their last days.” David guessed who the nurse had been.
Still another
question, one which he had not the courage to ask, burned within his
breast. A painful silence followed. The child, frightened by the solemnity
of the scene, clutched Martha’s dress and whispered, “Mamma, let us go
home.” ‘The incident was not without its effect on David.
It answered that

vital question and confirmed his worst fears.
He turned aside to hide the pallor of his face.
Martha ventured timidly.

Martha was then married.
“You have traveled much,”

“Yes,” he answered, almost in despair, “I have

traveled much—to the world’s end, in search of happiness and rest, and
yet I am the most forlorn of men. I had hoped that a home might still
await me, that,—forgive me, Martha, I must speak what is in my heart,—I
had hoped that my old companion might still feel towards me as I do
towards her, but now my last hopes are blasted and the grave alone shall be
for me a place of rest.” “David,” said Martha, reproachingly, “when you
went away I remarked that you would find contentment only when you
reached your home once more.
For this I have prayed and—waited.
I
knew you would come back; and I repeat again what I have said,” and the
beautiful woman stretched out her hands appealingly to David, “here alone
shall you find a haven of rest.”
David opened his eyes wide in amazed
bewilderment and doubt. Martha seeing his surprise, divined its source and

added softly: “I am still Martha Gray; this child belonged to my sister,
who died immediately after its birth. Since then I have taken the mother’s
place.”
The storm continued to howl about the isolated cabin; the wind shrieked

through the branches of the old oak; but the elements had no power over
the calm that had settled in David’s heart.
Martha had truly spoken
aright. He had at last discovered a haven of rest.
ALBERT

G. ZENGERLE,

709.
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recent

debate.

The

OF

judges decided

PavuL WENIGMAN,

HE

question
control,

whether

or

not

or, in other words,

PUBLIC
in favor

UTILITIES

of the

affirmative.)

’07.

municipalities
own

the public

should

actively

utilities has agi-

tated the entire country, and I, i nupholding the negative,
express the opinion of the majority of the American people.
In the first place we will consider the impracticability of
Municipal Ownership when we look at the general corruptThe rottenness of civic government is proverbial,
ness in city government.
and despite the fact that numberless attempts by able men have all terminated without success, the Municipal Ownership advocates look to revolutionizing the government in a short time. Municipal Ownership requires
a government entirely free from corruption, and cannot exist otherwise. At
present city offices are distributed indiscriminately among the henchmen
Incompetence stalks through the offices deof the successful candidates.
voted to the service of the people. We feel the burden, and cry out under
it. What would be the story were all the public utilities controlled by the
e

bosses?

Would the service be as good as when delivered by private inter-

Individual ownership has always secured the best machinery, the
ests?
most competent employees, and has always studied the needs of the people.

When the political “hack” administers these affairs, woe be to us.

Money

supposed to support the public utilities will soon find its way into the
pockets of grafting politicians, thus the equipment will be.inferior, no man
with ability will work for the political superintendents of the work, and
I have said no man of ability will work
the service will be unsatisfactory.
for the city administrators of the utilities. Do you think a man will put
conscientious, whole-hearted effort into his work when he knows his ability
counts for naught? He is liable to be superseded at any time by some one

more influential than he, and at any time he may have to resort to cringing
and flattering to secure his position.

Municipal

Ownership

has failed

disastrously

at several

places

in the

United States. A trial of it was made for five years at Mishiwaka, Indiana,
and at the end of that time the finances of the town were exhausted.

Private corporations succeeded the municipal.
of Philadelphia controlled the water and
millions

Money

of

dollars,

still

the

equipment,

supposed to go to the waterworks

Defective service caused
politicians.
Municipal Ownership
deaths resulted.

The famous “Ring Gang”

gas service.
etc.,

is the

improvement

They
worst

cost the city
in

the

world.

was diverted by the

a typhoid epidemic, and _ several
was the fad in Chicago a year or
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Dunne was

but failed, because

elected mayor.

He

tried

of its impracticability.

street-car service the city would have to pay an
by a traction expert.
Chicago citizens rejected the
ago Dunne was defeated for mayor, because again
was the main article of his platform.
In foreign

countries Municipal Ownership has always had a deteriorating effect on the

utilities. The worst railroads in the world are those of Belgium.
Service,
equipment, everything in fact, is as rank as possible.
Of five railroads in
France, four are controlled by private corporations and one by the state.
The private roads make money and have good service, the state has poor
service, poor equipment, and costs the people millions of francs to maintain.
One point against Municipal Ownership must not be forgotten. Any

repair, addition, or accident to a municipally conducted utility will cost

the taxpayers

of the city a pro rata assessment.

Now,

if anything

goes

wrong, a few rich men controlling the stocks pay for it. If Municipal
Ownership controlled the works, every poor man would have to stand his
_

little share, and our rich tax-dodgers would emerge unscathed.
Municipal Ownership kills. competition, and competition is the soul of
progress.
Take away competition and industries stagnate.
No progress
in the world, and who will suffer?
The people.
By prohibiting private
ownership of utilities a great wrong would be done, to ourselves and those
to come.
_ Now I have summed all the points at my command, and leave my side.
of the question for your consideration.
;

WixtiAM MAHONEY, 707.
We need make no extended researches or minute investigations in order

to show what great crimes are committed

against our municipalities by

existing corporations; they are too apparent.
The grasping dishonesty of
the men who control our street railways, waterworks, etc., is of much
‘greater moment than ordinary persons are wont to think.
We are given

poorer service and made to suffer many inconveniences just because it
increases the dividends which go into the pockets of the corporation.
Private ownership looks only at the profits, and never takes into consideration the convenience of the public except inasmuch as it is necessary to hold
its franchise. If a street-care line can be run on the same old track another

year without repairs, or if the filter at the waterworks can cling onto life
another six months without being remodeled, it means money in the pockets
of the corporation, and no matter what the publie may have to suffer the

coffers of the owners must be filled. How to make least expenditures and
get the greatest dividends is ever the aim of corporations, and no expense
js made unless it is positively necessary.
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Why should corporations own our public utilities when the men who are
at the head of them neither live in our city, own property in it, or are in
any way interested in it except insomuch as it can contribute money to their
pockets?

If the money

made

by these utilities would

be invested

in the

municipality in which it is made and be used to further the interests of that
city and help its progress, private ownership rule would not be so obnoxious.

But to see a city piling coin into the money-bags of a set of greedy, grasping men, and then have this money taken from that city and invested to

further the interests of a rival municipality, is something that hardly looks
like the correct thing.

Yet this is what is being done at present in almost

every one of our American cities.

Municipal Ownership would do away with all these evils. There would
be no chance of the dividends going to another city if the city itself had

charge of placing the money; instead they would go toward the maintenance of better service, and all needed over and above this would
the city treasury and contribute greatly to the lessening of taxes.

revert to

What private ownership can do the municipality is also capable of doing.
If a corporation can make dividends from a street-car line or lighting plant,
why cannot a municipality also make such utilities pay? A city can make

such things pay, has'made such things pay, and to-day there are numerous
cities that are lessening their tax rate by dividends from their public
utilities.
Through entirely misleading reports published by certain representatives

of corporations, residing in London, many American newspapers and the
greater part of the American people have been led to believe that municipal
ownership in Europe has been a failure. There are also some people in
the United States, while admitting the success attained by European cities
under city ownership, claim that such is not practical in the United States,

owing to existing conditions.

If we examine closely into the question we

will find that in Germany, where the greater number of the large cities own

their public utilities, the cities that wished to establish Municipal Ownership had to combat greater difficulties than the general run of American
cities would be forced to face. An example of this is the fact that in many
German cities the streets were very narrow, and besides this there were
walls around the city, making a problem to solve that an American city
would not have to trouble with if it were contemplating establishing a street

- railway or rapid transit line.
Regarding

waterworks,

lighting

plants,

etc., the conditions

in Prussia

are similar to those in America, and a policy that could be pursued in one
country would be successful in the other. This is shown particularly in
Berlin, the most American of European municipalities, where the city had

given extended franchises to private companies and had to build its line
hindered by a street-car company which succeeded in getting an extension
of its concession without consulting the city, the Prussian Government

granting the franchise.
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The fact that Municipal Ownership is being established in cities more
and more proves that it is a good thing and that it has come to stay. At
present there are over thirty cities in Germany alone that own their streetcar lines, and this number is constantly on the increase.
Many of our eminent statesmen are advocating a general adoption of
this form of ownership, and we hope that it will not be long before such a
plan is pursued by all our American cities.
President Roosevelt, recognizing the injustice done the people by corporations, has started a movement
for government control of railroads.
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STAFF

-

ASSOCIATE
WILLIAM MAHONEY, ’07
WILLIAM OBERMEIER, ’07
DANIEL Moran, ’07
ARTHUR REGAN, ’07
CLARENCE STOECKLEIN, ’08.

¢

-

-

CHARLES

W.

WHALEN,

’07

EDITORS
PAUL WENIGMAN, 07
Harry ANSBuRY, ’08
FRED HACKMAN, ’08
FRANK Morris, ’08
WILLIAM O’Connor, 08

MANAGERS

REx EMERICK, ’07
JOSEPH FERNEDING, ’07
WILLIAM ScHOEN, ’07
WILLIAM HILGERINK, ’07

JOHN COSTELLO, ’08
FRANCIS CANNY, ’09
JERRY COSTELLO, ’09
HERBERT WHALEN, ’09

With the advent of Spring and Fastertide our Sanctu
m
underwent a complete transformation, the result
being an
improvement such that our worthy predecessors,
on their
return to St. Mary’s, will not recognize the hallow
ed but poorly furnished
precincts in which they toiled in the interests of our
college journal. During the past few weeks carpenters and painters have
been at work, and
when the room was opened for inspection, the transf
ormation seemed
Our

Sanctum

hardly possible.
equipped

The subscription and advertising departments have been

with desks and filing cases, and

put at the service of all the departments.

an Edison

Rotary

Mimeograph

A long library cabinet, in eight

sections, has been provided for exchanges, for back numbers
of Tur ExPONENT, and reference material for the Alumni editors. As THE
EXPONENT

takes special pride in her heautiful illustrations, a feature that has been

favorably commented upon by other college journals, a,special case has been
devoted to cuts and halftone plates.
The walls of the room are adorned

with group photos of the preceding staffs, and copies of masterpieces of the

great painters will be added in the near future.

The work

of furnishing

the room is almost completed, and the officers of the present management

are justly proud of their Sanctum.

In this connection we take occasion to mention that, with this issue, the
task of the staff of 1906-1907 is ended.
We feel that we have acquitted
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ourselves of our duties conscientiously, and make our departing bow with
the assurance that THE EXpoNENT will fall into able and willing hands.
College

.

Athletics

At present the influence of athletics in college life is
perhaps more preponderant than ever before. ‘No one will .
question the fact that athletics upbuild and preserve the

health of those who indulge in them.

But aside from physical improvement,

which is in itself a matter of paramount importance, athletics are productive of other results almost equally deserving of our consideration.
They instill into their adepts courage and self-reliance, qualities which

are essential for success in any walk of life, and to the American boy, in
particular, they afford an excellent opportunity to work off that overabundance of animal spirits peculiar to his age. Besides, every student
must have rest and relaxation from the intellectual strain of his daily
studies, and he can find no more clean and beneficial recreation than col-

lege sports. After an hour of physical exercise, the mind is refreshed and
is ready to begin its task with renewed vigor.
There is, however, a danger connected with the use of athletics,
many other things good in themselves, the danger of regarding them
end, whereas in reality they are but a means to attain a higher and
end. Man is a compound of intellect and body, and, in the natural

as of
as an
nobler
order

of things set by God, the body is the servant of the intellect. The development of the body, therefore, must not be detrimental to the growth of the
intellect.

The faculties of the mind, and the muscles that bind the human

frame together, should be developed simultaneously—in other words, athletics must go hand

in hand with study, one being the necessary

ment of the other.

The young man who has had the advantage of both

comple-

physical and intellectual training is well prepared to cope with the difficul-

ties that lie before him at the outset of his career, and is admirably well
equipped to work his way to the foremost ranks.

American athletics have often been favorably commented upon abroad.
Pope Pius X. is deeply interested in our sports, and especially in baseball.
In a private interview with a Bishop of the United States on a visit to
Rome,

His

Holiness

spoke

highly

of American

athletics

as practiced

by

the American students at Rome. “It is no wonder the American students
do so well in the university examinations,” he declared, “when they play
so well. I hope to see the young men of Italy follow the example of America by taking part in healthy games that call for skill, vigor, and dash.

I

am a firm believer in athletic exercises; they are good for the mind and
soul, for they kill idleness, which is the father of all vices.”

Railroads

An interesting letter dated 1836 was recently discovered
among the records of the C., H. & D. Railroad. It will
be remembered that a-few years prior to this date the first

road was built in the United States, and at that time there were as yet

THE
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connecting the larger cities.
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It was a matter

of much discussion whether the advantages of railroads so far outweighed
their disadvantages as to render their construction by the States profitable.

The letter strenuously denounced the railroad bill which was to be presented to the Ohio Legislature for acceptance.
Among the most weighty
reasons for his opposition, the writer pointed to the fact that no one could
travel on horseback or in a carriage on a railroad, as the steam engine and
cars would scare any animal.
Live stock could not be driven on such a
road for fear of being slaughtered or frightened away into the woods.
The
construction of a railroad would entail the additional expense of opening
a new road to enable farmers to reach the neighboring cities.
Constant
repairs and the cost of maintaining a superintendent and laborers would
prove a heavy drain upon the resources of the State. In short, this pessimist could see nothing but failure in a project which, in reality, was to
effect such tremendous results within the next half-century.
We realize the insignificant import of these arguments when contrasted

with the extraordinary advantages accruing from our railroads. Nevertheless, the author made one striking prophecy, which is being confirmed in our
own day, and that is, the monopoly of the transportation lines by private
corporations.

A few cringing capitalists, headed by the mighty Harriman,

span the entire country with their countless miles of trackage.

An enor-

mous percentage of the nation’s finances reposes in their hands.
Such a
concentration of wealth cannot but bring in its wake the most disastrous

results.

As the saying goes, “Money

railroad magnates is virtually unlimited.

especially at the polls.

talks,” and the power of the great
Their influence is a potent factor,

The Roosevelt-Harriman

imbroglio, that has re-

cently come to light, is an instance of the intrusion of railway capitalists
into affairs of state. “Politics have been corrupted, laws have been laughed
at, constitutional rights have been ignored all over the United States by the

railroad powers.”
Such a state of affairs cannot possibly result in the betterment of the

nation as a
therefore its
solving the
Some critics

whole.
primary
problem
advocate

The railroad is essentially a public institution, and
purpose must be to serve the people. The question of
of railway mismanagement is indeed a serious one.
a more or less stringent restriction of the railroads

on the part of the government.

Some condemn the trusts altogether for

the reason that they annihilate all competition.

However,

competition in

any industry, when managed wisely and when under the direct surveillance
of the government, might prove a beneficial substitute for competition with
its constant strife for supremacy. This plan of governmental control has
not received the test of experience, but it seems to be the only logical
solution to the railroad problem.
The time is ripe when something must

be done to prevent a few financial bosses from swelling their already wellfilled coffers at the expense of their numerous poorer neighbors.
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CINCINNATI

BANQUET

An event which St. Mary’s looked forward to with much pleasure and
interest was the first annual gathering of her Cincinnati Boys around the
banquet table.
It is certainly a source of much satisfaction to the thousands of Old Boys and friends of S. M. I. that the event far surpassed all
expectations.
The attendance at the Burnet House that evening surprised
everybody, for few realized that such a great number in so many walks of
life had at one time or another attended the college in Dayton.
The oldest
of the Old Boys who attended the banquet was Robert J. Cresap, 54. He
has since sent his two sons to St. Mary’s, and they, too, left long ago.. The
youngest members of the Association in attendance were graduates of 1906.
The
Banqueters

At the head of the table, which was arranged in a T
— shape, was seated His Grace, Archbishop Moeller, of Cincinnati, and the toastmaster, Dr. James A. Averdick, of
Covington, Ky.
The Dayton delegation was headed by Rey. Louis A.
Tragesser, President of the Institute, and the Hamilton contingent by
Joseph Dister, *75. The menu, musical program, and decorations were all
of the highest order, thanks to the efforts of the committee in charge, of
which

Harry

C.

Buscn,

*96,

was

chairman,

and

the

following

members:

Anthony Rasche, 68, Hugh L. Conway, ’89, BrrNAarD J. KLimpeEr, 703, and
JosEpH H. CLasGcens, 706. The table was made beautiful with ferns and
carnations, while clusters of electric bulbs cast their brilliant light over

the merry crowd of old-time college chums.

Seated around the banquet

table were Most Reverend Henry Moeller, Dr. J. A. Averpick, *70, Rey.
Louis A. Tragesser, S. M., President of the Institute, Rev. A. Frische, of the
Institute Faculty, Jos. J. Pater, “77, Rev. James Henry, *65, Anthony
Rasche, *69, BERNARD J. KiLImper, 702, Harry C. Buscu, 796, A. A. HELmMutTH, 795, John M. Culver, ’97, Jos. G. Heyker 789, John G. Westbrock, ’89,

Robert J. Cresap, *54, Rev. Wm. C. Conway, ’*72, F. H. Albrecht, 98, Joseph

Dister,

776, Chas. B. Wittrock, *78, L. V. Woerner, Jr., ’00, L. Epcar

ORENDORF,

799, C. W.

Bower,

99,

D.

J. Bering,

°00, Frd.

A. Heyker,

’84,

Jos. B. Staacer, *86, Robert F. Sack, 700, John H. Bering, ’00, Chas. J.
Frohmiller, *00, G. D. Hadley, 791, J. A. H1Luer, 91, H. G. Janszen, 702,
John H. Janszen, *95, BERNARD TOPMOELLER, ’06, Leo A. Clasgens, ’98,

Sed
es

Young & Cage. lind.

MOST

REVEREND

HENRY

MOELLER,

D.D., ARCHBISHOP

OF CINCINNATI

anized Cincinnati
Association at
is one of the foremost champions of Catholic education, in our
country, and his toast, ‘‘ Catholic Education in America,” made a profound impression upon
his hearers.
His address was
prefaced by the following words: “I am very much pleased to
be with you tonight; in the first place, because I have an opportunity of publicly expressing

who attended the First Annual
His Grace
the Burnet House.

Banquet

of

the

recently

or

my
gratitude towards the Brothers of Mary
for all the great good they
Archdiocese
towards
the cause of Catholic Education;
secondly,
because

many
prominent citizens
St. Mary’s Institute.”

of

Cincinnati

who

have

received

are doing
in my
I see before me so

their Catholic

education

at

SACRED HEART CHURCH
Corner of Fourth and Wilkinson Streets
Reverend Chas. A. Hickey, Pastor.
Reverend Edward D. Cleary, Assistant Pastor
The many out-of-town Alumni, who will attend the Commencement Exercises of 1907,
should not fail to visit this beautiful basilica, situated two blocks north of the Union Depot.
The rich decorations of the interior of this imposing structure, particularly the large stained
glass windows, are the admiration of all visitors to the Gem City.
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JoOsEPH MayYL, 706, Jos. H. CLascEns, 706, H. L. Conway, 792, Dr. C.-C.
Fihe, 791, G. W. Schuler, 67, and Dr. Joseph B. Topmoeller.
Toastmaster

The Toasts

the speakers.

Averdick

had

a genial way of introducing

“A boy once more!” he said as he rose to

call for the toasts. The first called upon was Archbishop
Moeller, who spoke eloquently on “Catholic Education in America.”
L.
EpGar ORENDORF, 799, responded to “The 8. M. I. Alumni.”

Rev. Louis A. Tragesser, President of St. Mary’s, spoke on “St. Mary’s
in 1925.”
.
Hon. Jos. J. Pater, *77, of Hamilton, told how to “Round Boys into
Square Men.”
Rey. A. Frische, of St. Mary’s, talked about “College Publications and
Societies.”
G. W. (“Billy”) Schuler, 67, delighted his old chums with the same
beautiful voice they listened to forty years ago.

Among the impromptu speakers were:

Charles B. Wittrock, °78, Attorney

Busch, 796, Anthony Rasche, ’68, and Dr. Joseph B. Topmoeller, a special
guest, who told of his visits to the Brothers’ colleges in Japan and the
Hawaiian Islands.

What must have impressed His Grace very much was the earnest Catholic
The members of the Faculty were well
spirit manifested throughout.
pleased to note the family spirit and cordiality that reigned in that assem-

blage of St. Mary’s Old Boys.

The outlook for the Cincinnati Association

is so encouraging that the attendance at next year’s banquet is placed at 150.
Robert J. Cresap, *54, the oldest Old Boy present, wrote to us the next
day, saying:
“I never enjoyed myself better in my life, and I hope to be
with you on next Commencement day.”
A. REGAN, 709.

CLIPPINGS

Visit of the
Superior
General

For the first time in the fifty-seven years of S. M. L.,
the Superior General of the Society of Mary will pay a
visit to the Institute. The Very Reverend Joseph Hiss, of

Belgium, will arrive in the early part of May, when things are in full blast.
He will also attend the Commencement Exercises of June 18, 1907, and

he is very much interested in the Alumni and other Old Boys of the Institute, of whom he has been reading such favorable
PONENT, which he receives regularly.

This Alumni
different

accounts in THE

Ex-

Editor wishes to propose the question of uniting all the

associations

tender him a welcome.

of

the

former

students

of

the

Institute

in

order

to

If this movement succeeds, Commencement Day of

1907 will be a day that has never seen its equal at 8. M. I.
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For Chicago:
The Office of President ALBERT J. KEMPER,

|

663-665

North

Halsted

St.

For Cincinnati:
The Office of Harry (. Busou,
1420-1426 Union Trust Building,
Fourth and Walnut Sts.
For Columbus:
The Office of Chas. H. Bancroft,

414 Columbus Savings and Trust Building.

Old Boys visiting the above cities will find it to their
advantage to

cal]
at these headquarters. We can assure them that they
will receive a fraternal
greeting and a helping hand. Phone at each office.

GEMS

Old Boysinthe
—_T¢ is a pleasure for us to state that Tur EXPONENT is
Exponent —_ being highly commended by a large number of
our readers
Family

—s among

the former

students, and a proof that it is appre-

ciated is that a number not only advertise but subscribe, even though
THE
EXPoNENT finds its way to other members of the same family living
in the

same house.

Among the recent old and new subscribers we find the following names:
From

Springfield:

From Dayton:

H. Edward

Krumholtz.

John Kemper, Chas. H. Hollencamp, JosepH W. CLem-

ENS, EUGENE SCHAEFER, THEODORE Hottencamp, C. J. Rorrrnenavs,
JOSEPH MAyt, Bernarp HoLLencamp, Dr. Louts F. BucHeEr, Roy
Sack-

steder, Hugh E. Wall.
From
MILLER.

Chicago:

Apert

J. Kemper,

Epwarp

M.

MILLER,

Oscar

C.

From Los Angeles, Cal.: Elmer D. Krug.
From Pittsburg: Freperick T. NEUMANN.
From Covington: Dr. J. A. AVERDICK.
From

Columbus:

Arthur

Zang,

Hinterschied.
From Grosse Point Farms, Mich.:
From

Cincinnati:

Chas.

B.

Chas.

Dietrich,

Ch.

Weider,

J oseph

Rev. Tobias G. Morin.

Wittrock,

Cresap, G. W. Shuler; Fred A. Heyker,
John M. Culver, C. W. Bower.
From Toledo: Lro SHowEt.

Harry

Robert

C.

Sack,

Buscu,

Rev.

Robert

James

JJ.

Henry,

THE
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It is with much pleasure that we announce the recent ©
arrival of those photos from Alumni:
Joseph Connors,
00, George Weber, 799, Albert Moorman, ’00, Bernard

01, Bernard

Klimper,

702, John

Burgmeier

*02, Joseph

Bern-

hard, 799, Joseph Stagge, 86.
The following have been giving us solemn promises to send theirs, during as many months as there are letters in Promises: Edward McDonnell,
95, Edward Lichtenfels, ’98, and recently Theo. Wimberg, ’95.
Until now it has been impossible for us to move the following:
George
Powers, 793, Wm. Wise, 96, Edward Yockey, 96, John Hayes, *98, Elmer

Bergk, 798, Joseph Zorn, 700.

We have good hopes to secure the photo of

Thomas Cavanaugh, of Springfield, now deceased.

The Reason
Why

In answer to the question, “What benefit do former
students of the Institute derive from banding together in
association, we quote Article II. of the Cincinnati Association’s Constitution: “The object of this Association shall be to maintain and perpetuate among its members the hallowed memories of school
days; to strengthen the bonds of friendship and bind them to their Alma
Mater in every manner possible, and to guard her honor and welfare; to
unite in interest and sociability, and to aid one another morally and finanD. Moray, 707.

cially.”

NUGGETS

From the
Wilderness

BarRNEY KircHner, ’01, writes from New York, and
sends his photo, begging that we “let his voice be heard
from the wilderness. My last visit,’ says Barney, “dates
back over a year and a half, but I still carry a pleasant remembrance of that

visit, of a chat with Bro. Matthias, Father Christ, and Father Frische, of

a new building with model refectories ad dormitories, and of the fragrant
farmland

and

orchard

stretching away towards

the hills east of the new

building, and any one that has been in New York can appreciate a bit of
open country.

In closing, I extend my greetings to the Alumni, Faculty,

and Students of S. M. I.”
Inside Barney’s letter were two dollars that said, “Send THe EXPONENT

for two years to Barney.” This alumnus of 701 is connected with the New
York Telephone Company, which position he has held for some time.

“Number, please ?”

A. Rea@an, ’07.

Scuvenir EdiThe February issue of the “Five Hundred” marks the
fifth anniversary of that paper’s entrance into the literary
tion of “The
Five Hundred” field. That paper, the official organ of Council No. 500,
Knights of Columbus, was always a welcome visitor to the Alumni Editor,
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not only for its general neatness, but because its editorial staff
contains
nothing but names of our Old Boys.
The Souvenir Edition contains the
photographs of the prominent members of the Council 500, and
we are
pleased to note there are a goodly number of St. Mary’s former
students
among them.
C. P. Sweetman, J. P. O’Connell, Joun A. HAHNE (deceased), W. J. Jaekle, Theodore H. Lienesch, R. P. BurkHarprt, Sr.,
Urban
Unger, H. J. Hussong, Harry G. Schutz, L. Epaar Orenporr, BrrNARD Focke, W. M. Burkhardt, R. P. BURKHARDT, Jr., Frank Hollencamp,
A. H. Kemper, Harry Finke, Barry 8. Murphy, Roserr
8. Hayes,
JosepH B. Murpuy,
and others, have their likenesses represented in the
Souvenir Edition.
Several of our Old Boys made literary contributions
to the issue, notably H. F. Fivxs, L. E. ORENDORF, and Ropert S. Hayes.
The Dayton Council deserves much credit for its growth and work during
the five years of its existence. Tur Exponent wishes this excellent organi-

zation many more successful years.

A. REGAN, 707.

The following is an extract from “Catholic Education,” by L.
Epaar
ORENDORF, *99, which appeared in the anniversary number.
It shows the
Catholic spirit that prevails in this model society :
“In the Catholic Church we have the best and noblest of teachers. They
are men and women who have sacrificed every comfort and worldly
honor
that they might teach our little ones: For the mere privilege of existence
they lead an exemplary life, putting aside all the luxuries of life and

worldly goods that they might teach you and me the right method of life.

They are happy in the thought that they might lift one downtrodden soul in order to help it enter the Kingdom of Heaven. Yet we in this gay world

of ours seldom stop to think what they have done for us.

.

.

.

Let us

get together and when we have enough of this world’s goods give some of
it to them that they might continue the work of God.”
Such words as
these show that the writer has not forgotten his Alma Mater.
From One to

the Other

We

succeeded,

recently,

by one Old Boy to another.
vails among

were culled from the letter:
“My dear C
;

in capturing

a letter,

written

To show the spirit that pre-

these former students,

the following

extracts

“I address you in this familiar fashion, for such was the Way we addressed you twelve years ago.
Last Tuesday I was down at St. Mary’s

and there met the Faculty and many of the Old Boys whom I knew when

I was at college. They were telling me that you Columbus boys were going
to have an organization meeting next Friday for the purpose of bringing

together the St. Mary’s Boys of Columbus.
I fully expected to be in
Columbus to-day and intended to call on you, but other matters came up

and I was unable to leave.

The good men of the Institute are quite enthusi-

©
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astic and are anxious to be on a good social footing with

dents.

the former stu-

The evening I was there, they had a big basket-ball game, between

the Institute team and the crack White Star team of Lima, and
would never think in a thousand years that it was the same school
and I attended over a decade ago. There must have been several
Daytonians in attendance, boys and girls, old men and old women.
ment and enthusiasm were at a high pitch. In my judgment the

a fellow
that you
hundred
Excite- '
Institute

has a wonderful future to look forward to. There is a good feeling existing between the students and the Faculty, and an earnest effort is being
made by the latter to become better acquainted with the former students.
There is no question but you Columbus Boys will be royally entertained
when you go down there the 15th inst. They give you the glad hand right.
I stayed at the Institute over night, and the students and Brothers certainly treat their visitors to the best they have.

I hope the new Columbus

organization will prosper fro mthe start, and am only sorry that our little
city is too small to effect a similar organization.

.

.

.

I hope I may

be able to see you before long and renew friendships of former years and
talk over old times, when our greatest concern was to get away from the
vigilant eye of our prefect. With very best wishes,” etc.
Such letters speak for themselves and show that St. Mary’s good feeling

toward her Old Boys is reciprocated.

HERE

Alumni
Edition

A. Ree@an, 707.

AND

THERE

The Alumni Number of THE Exponent will be issued
in June. The following are preparing to entertain their
friends in these new departments:
Frank McCormick,

JR., 88, Dr. J. A. AverDICK, ’70, CHARLES

05.

John

KENNING,

’04, JosepH Prton,

the

Hundred,”

,
P.

O’Connell,

Editor-in-Chief

“By all means get out an Alumni
command me.”

Alumni Hall
Fund

of

Number.

“Five

writes:

If I can be of any service,

We will, soon.

The following letter comes from one whose actions speak
louder than words:

“PiTTsBuRG, Pa., April 4, 1907.
“I was fearing you were going to ‘let me out in the cold’ as far as con-

tributing to the Alumni Hall Fund was concerned. It pleased me very
much to receive your letter, and herewith enclose a money-order.
:
“Be assured that I am very much

interested in dear old St. Mary’s; in

fact I regard it as my second home, to which my thoughts turn almost
daily. As the years roll on I shall always do my best financially and otherwise to spread her influence,
my great hope being to see her a great uni-

versity some day, rivaling the grandest of the country.

Incidentally, too,
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I am proud to be one of her sons and I hope my name shall be perpetuated
on her roll of students.
FREDERICK T. NEUMANN, 794.”
A Hearty

George

Enthusiast
“Dear

F.

Allison,

[XxXpoNENT:

Mr. Eprror:

98,

writes

to the

Editor

of

Tue

“HAMILTON, March 11, 1907.
Having just returned from Dayton after refereeing

one of the finest basket-ball games I ever saw, I could not help writing a
few lines to THE Exponent regarding the team of 1906-07, and what I
want to say is, that it is one of the best teams St. Mary’s has ever turned
out. ‘They have the weight, speed, courage, and also the spirit of St.
Mary’s, which is 4 winning combination and has placed them where they are
to-day, at the head of the fast teams of Ohio. I am perhaps somewhat of

an authority in this matter, as I myself have played against the S. M. I.
team for the last five or six years. It is a great wonder that St. Mary’s has
such a good team considering the fact that she lacks two important equipments that other colleges have, namely, an up-to-date gymnasium and
plunge, to keep her athletes in good condition.
Taking it all in all, this
has been a wonderful year for S. M. I. in football, basket-ball, and here is
to good luck in baseball, and may they uphold the great reputation they

have established.

You ought to have an instructor to teach Physical Cul-

ture, and not only have baseball, football, and basket-ball, but also track
athletics.
All other colleges have them, why not St. Mary’s?
‘Teach the
boys how to take care of themselves physically as well as mentally and there
will not be a college in the land your equal.
I hope to see this all accomplished some day in the near future.
Well, Mr. Editor, I have almost
concluded, and I may say that I am bubbling over with enthusiasm. Wishing you success and my regards to all,
I remain,
“GEORGE F. ALLISON.”
zeorge is a teacher of Physical Culture in Hamilton, and on our recent
visit there last Thanksgiving Day was one of the foremost in making the
affair an enjoyable one for all.

Order of
Saint Francis

“CINCINNATI, OHIO, March 10, 1907.
“Drak ALUMNI Epiror:
The March issue of THE
EXVONENT reached me in due time.
Please accept my

sincere thanks.
It is always a welcome guest, as it invariably brings home
to me ever-cherished memories of the good old days of yore. I was espe-

cially delighted to take notice of the organizing of the Cincinnati Association of Students of St. Mary’s Institute.
The Association has my
hearty sympathy and best wishes for every possible success.
“With cordial greetings,
Yours sincerely,
“Bro. ARSENIUS,

Bro.

Arsenius,

formerly

Lawrenceburg, Indiana.

Henry

A.

Huschort,

entered

in

O. F. M.”

1872,

from
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The Grim
Reaper

One of the saddest deaths that have occurred recently in
Dayton was that of Mrs. Emma Burkhardt, the wife of
Ricuarp P. BurKHARDT, 792, which took place on March
25. She is survived by five young children, the oldest at present attending
St. Mary’s, and the youngest born six days before her death. The funeral
took place at Emanuel Church.
The Very Reverend Joseph Weckesser,
S. M., former President of St. Mary’s, acted as deacon, and the Reverend
In extending
Louis A. Tragesser, S. M., the actual President, attended.
our sympathy to our Alumnus, we recommend to the prayers of our readers

the soul of his beloved wife. Special prayers were offered for her in the
Institute Chapel.
We have but recently received word of the death of another of our former
students, Bernard Veerkamp, ’71, of Cincinnati, who died in his native
city, September 18, 1906, fortified by the consolations of our holy religion.

Prayers were offered at the Institute immediately

news.

on receiving the sad

We ask our readers to remember him in their pious prayers.

A dispatch arrived at the Institute just as Tor EXPONENT was going to

press, bringing the sadly surprising news that Mrs. Haungs,

of Hamilton,

the mother of three of our Old Boys, had passed into eternity on Saturday,

April 13, at noon. Her son Edward, ’88, preceded her by a year. Albert
L., 702, now of Toledo, and Eugene C., ’04, are still remembered pleasantly

by the present students of St. Mary’s, especially the latter for the services
he rendered the Institute boys at Hamilton last Thanksgiving Day. The
Alumni Editor desires to express his deepest sympathy to both Albert and
Eugene in their great bereavement and requests the prayers of the readers
for this staunch and devoted friend of St. Mary’s. She was piously remem-

Harry J. ANsBury, 08.

bered at the Institute Chapel.

SMILETS

°56.—The recent visit of the Second Division of Resident Students to
the Barney & Smith Car Works was made pleasant by an old-timer, Emil
Emonin, who entered St. Mary’s on December 1, 1856, one year after the

H. A.

great fire.

A Sanp Artist.—Bernard ©. Kunck, 765, then of Dayton, now of
Springfield, a sand artist for the E. W. Ross Company, sent in his subscription lately. Bernard entered the trade in ’66 and is there still, claiming

that he can show the young fellows a few tricks in molding.
“EQuaL

to THE

Best.”—Clair

W. Bower,

who hailed from

A. R.

Cincinnati

in 1897, and who is now District Manager of the Bell Telephone Co., in
answer to the question, How do you like Te EXPONENT? says, “Far above
many college

journals, and equal to the best of them.” .

FH,
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Harry C. Buscu, 796, will lose a fine Havana if the next banquet,
in
January, 1908, does not seat 150 guests.
Here’s hoping Harry does the
smoking.
Sh

ADVERTISING.—The fact that THe ExPoNneENnt is able to publish such
heavy and well-illustrated editions is due not only to the numerous Old
Boy subscribers, but chiefly to the Old Boys’ advertising in their college

paper.

We suggest that they mention they once attended

St. Mary’s, and

we hope that they may be favored particularly by the other members of the
Institute family.
7
WA eke
Stewart Srreer.—After pausing at the edge for fifty-seven years,
Stewart

Street will

finally

creep

over

the

Institute

grounds

into

Wayne

Avenue. Here’s hoping the new wrinkle does not bring the “Giveme a bite
to eat” type to our kitchen.
ASR.
°76.— Joseph Dister, formerly of Dayton,, now of Hamilton,
to hear of Edward and Charles Schwabe, of Cleveland.

would like
HA:

'96.—The Basket-Ball Team of 1906-07 brought forth many loyal supporters from the ranks of the Old Boys, but none more enthusiastic than
Will Madden, 96.

Will wasn’t a bit bashful about taking tickets.

ALR,
°89.—ALBeErt J. Dwyer, ’89, is at Williston, North Dakota, looking after

the Oregon law.

H. A.

S1i—JoHn F. Mauer, 96, wrote again.
This time he says of a recent
visit: “I assure you that I enjoyed myself immensely, and I am prouder

than ever of my Alma Mater.” Anybody that was in the club room when
Si “enjoyed himself immensely” will not wonder at it. There was a good
time for all.
796.—Dr.
ark, Ohio.

A. R.
JoHNn M. O’Connor, 796, is now practicing medicine in NewHA;

He Likes Iv.—Fred. W. Mecklenborg, *89, of Springfield, Ohio, man- _
ager of the Sales Department for the E. W. Ross Company, manufacturers
of farming implements, says, in sending in his subscription, that he likes
THe EXPoNeENT very well.

A. R.

“From Cover To Cover.”—“Enclosed find the money for four subscriptions to be sent to the following addresses:
. . . I find THr Exponent
interesting from cover to cover. Even the Ads remind me of friends of the
H. A.
;
good old S. M. I. days.—Oscar C. MILLER, 792.”
Engoyep It.—August J. Schiml, ’60, then of Dayton, now of Chicago,
writes, “I wish I could express in words how much I enj oyed my recent visit
and your kindness to us all.” August expresses the sentiment of all Old

Boys who visit their Alma Mater.

a
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CINCINNATI.—
“Success to all your good efforts, and may THE

“March 26, 1907.
Exponent be a beacon

light to many of the former students and a pleasant reminder of happy

days.—CHarLEs WITTROCK, 776.”

“Don’t ForGer THE Cigars.”—One of the finest smiles that came to the

Institute recently was brought by JosrrH

W.

CLEMENS,

799, on “Dayton

Night”; it was accompanied by a fine box of “German Specials,” of which
a number have been smoked to the compliment of Joseph Nicholas Clem-

ens, °27,
storks.

his

oldest hopeful.

RECENT

The

GUESTS

Alumni

Editor

THEIR

ALMA

OF

is watching

for -more
DEM,

MATER

March 14:
MatrHew S. Murray, 701, then of Dayton, now of Cape Girardeau, Missouri, where he is connected with the “Frisco” system.
Matthew came to

the Institute to prepare his way for entering Cornell next term.
John and Peter Kuntz, ’95, with their two junior brothers.

Sunday, March 17:
RupoLpH SCHNEBLE, *88, to learn all about Alumni Hall doings and give
it a “boost.”
H. Edward Krumholtz, ’03, from Springfield, Ohio, to show a friend his
Alma Mater and to return to THe Exponent family. Edward is now connected with the Big Four railroad in his native city
;
March

18:

Randolph Coleman, ’76, then of Springfield, Ohio, now of Chicago.
It
was Randolph’s first visit after more than thirty years and he was more
than amazed at the gigantic strides made by his Alma Mater. While all
the members of the Faculty were busily engaged, he made a stroll out to
the grave of Brother Zehler. He, like all the rest who came in touch with

the “Grand Old Man,” venerates his memory and has for him only words
of highest praice.
Harry FINKE, 702.

March 19:
Rev. JosepH KeEtty, *90, then of Dayton, now of Clinton, IIl., to cele-

brate the feast of his patron, St. Joseph, at his Alma Mater.

Father Kelly,

who is Pastor of the Church of St. John the Baptist in Clinton, Ill, in the
Diocese of Bishop Spalding, is not in the best of health at the present time

and has been breathing the native air for some time.
March

21:

Dr. Joseph Hallanan, *67, of Logansport, Ind., and wife, to call on the
worthy representatives of that great Hoosier town at the Institute.
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792, to announce the arrival of the fifth mem-

ber of his family and to ask prayers for his ailing wife.
Sunday,

March

24:

An extraordinary committee of five to lay plans for “Dayton Night” at
S.M. 1: IL. Finxn, 702; Ep. Orenporr, 799; CHas.
Au. Timmir, 705; and Louis Timmer, 798.
H. L. Fernepine, 790.
March

SCHUMACHER,

702;

27:

Alex. Bernhard, ’01, of Columbus, to show his Alma Mater to an Instruc-

tor of the Ohio State University and to read with special delight and satisfaction “Columbus Night” in the April Exponent just fresh from the
press.
March

29:

March

30:

Elmer Hager, ’05.
Richard

P. Burkhardt,

to enter Burkhardt

Sr., 59, and Ricnarp

P. BuRKHARDT,

JR., 792,

III. on the roll of resident students.

Sunday, March 31:
J. CLaRENcE
friends.

Hocuwatt,

705, to show his Alma

Mater to some

of his

Sunday, April 7:
George Allison, 98, of Hamilton, a guest of his Alma Mater after “Dayton Night.”

John Gockey, *04.
Morgan

S. Trainor, 704, of “Historical” Greenville.

Roy Sacksteder, ’05, to prepare for his return to “Good Old S. M. I.”

April 8:
Nebo, Ohio, now of Steubenville, to show
of
then
Rey. John Slattery, 793,

his practical interest in his Alma Mater by registering another student.
Harry C. Buscon, 796, to pay a visit to Alumni Hall and inspect the
Chicago davenport.

Both visitors are old chums, and were delighted to meet each other in the

parlors of the Institute after a separation of fourteen years.
Frank

Hollencamp,

April 10:
796, to do an act of Christian

charity by visiting a

sick member of the Faculty who is one of his special friends, and to announce that his oldest hopeful is entering upon the third week of his existence and is to be registered a future Alumnus. Our best wishes to HollenCLARENCE STOECKLEIN, 708.
camp, Sr. and Jr.

“OLD
The first house in
Main Street Bridge.

Dayton,

LOG CABIN”

built one hundred

A DAYTON
If
keep in
expanse
as they

and

ten years ago;

still

standing

near

the

BOULEVARD

you have time on next June 18, take astroll on the Boulevard and the Levee, which
The noble trees, the deep shade, the broad
bounds the waters of the Great Miami.
of the river, the magnificent views changing almost at every step, are as enchanting
were in your college days.

THE
HARRY

F. FINKE,’02;

CLARENCE

ALUMNI
P. KRAMER,’03;

THE
Who

BASKET-BALL
LEO

LILLIPUTIONS AND

furnished

TEAM,

N. KRAMER,'04;

THE

1906-1907

ALBERT

J. TIMMER,’05;

JOSEPH

J.

CRONAN,'0

MIDGETS

the Curtain-Raiser for “Dayton

Night’’

Standing (from left to right):
Edward Heeter. 18, of Brookville, O.
Joseph Eylar, 15, of Columbus, O
George
Gonzalez, 715, of Mexico vity.
Glyndon Beck, *18, of Toledo, O.
Rex Emerick, ’v7, of Kendallville, Indiana, Referee,
Herman Kirschner, *17, of Cincinnati, O.
Ernest Gross, ’16, of Dayton, O.
Walter Zuber, ’15, of Columbus, O.
Julius
Falk, ’14, of Columpus, O.
Kneeling:
Dudley Hall, ’17, of Norwalk, O.
James Madigan, °15, of Cleveland, O.
Martin Kuntz. ’15, of
Dayton, O.
Clarence Rapp, 715, of Chicago, Ill.

THE
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The report of the great doings which. took place in Co|yumbus on April 8, has not reached us in time to notice
this event as much ag it deserves, and we hope to give a

full account of it in our next issue.

F. HAcKMAN,

“DAYTON

708.

NIGHT”’

The Dayton Alumni, wishing to eclipse or at least to equal the splendid
example

set by the Chicago Alumni,

(towards

furnishing

Alumni

Hall,)

arranged a Basket-Ball game for Saturday, April 6, with the Turgemeinde
team also of Dayton. The proceeds of this game will be used to purchase
a large “divan” to go around the center pillar in Alumni Hall with the
word “Dayton” embossed upon the back, on the model of the davenport
donated

by the Chicago

branch

of the Alumni.

The game

was

a success

in every particular.
The Curtain
Raiser

A pleasing number on the program of “Dayton Night”
was the
Midgets.

exciting game between the Lilliputians and
These teams are composed of the smallest stu-

dents of the college and in spite of their age play remarkable basket-ball.
They hail from many of the large
this night voted to be nothing but
Midgets went down to defeat before
1 to 0, the marvelous guarding of
score. The line-up was as follows:

cities throughout the country, but for
Daytonians.
After heroic efforts the
the valiant Lilliputians by the score of
both sides being the cause of the low

Lilliputians

Midgets

eS en aes Martin Kuntz
RE
AN i ahawoceuiare se Joseph Eylar
George Gonzalez
US oats
L. G. .... Herman Kirschner
Ma tase eons James Madigan
“Eddie” Heeter
orca

Ernest Gross
Clarence Rapp
Dudley Hall
Julius Falk
Walter Zuber
Glyndon Beck

The referee for these dwarf heroes by unanimous choice was the “Old
Rex

Reliable’

Emerick,

the

referee

of

St.

Mary’s

greatest

basket-ball

season.
In order to add

The Music

to the entertainment

of the spectators

its services, and

one of the best

—_ and the complete success of the evening, the S. M. I. Band
generously

volunteered

musical programs of the entire season was rendered.

The following selec-

tions were given :
Quickstep, “Review”

Overture, “Friendship”

Wiegand

Mackie-Beyer
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Intermezzo, “Golden Rod”-...........Mabel McKin
ley
“Marching Through

Georgia”

... . . Arranged by Gilmore

ee RUROR DOORIGT fie 7 ce
es . Arranged by Gilmore
Another new feature of the musical program was
the Fife and Drum
Corps, twelve
strong, which presented the following:
“Massa’s in the Cold Ground.”
“Yankee Doodle.”

“My Maryland.”
The S. M. I. Band then concluded the program with:
CUMEUN SME onc yc tas hs ed Arranged by Gilmor
e

Oe

Mar

ea

ee

After the opening of the evening’s program by the Lilliputians and Midgets and after a little practice of passing

26-10

and basket shooting had been engaged in by the two
teams

of the evening, the sound of the referee’s whistle brought both
to their re-

spective positions and a second later they were off. The
Alumni had the
upper hand from the beginning.
By speedy passing and accurate basket

throwing the score after the first half stood 9 to 4 in the Alumni
’s favor.

The second half showed a style of play that was simply
marvelous.
The
work of the Turners was very good at times, their dribbli
ng and passing
especially, but they were unfortunate in basket throwing.
The work of

Clarence Kramer at center was very good.

Albert Timmer and Leo Kramer

guarded their men in great form and were largely responsible
for the low

score of the Turners. Joseph Cronan put up a hard game as forward, while
Harry Finke, his team-mate, proved the star of the evening, caging most
of the field baskets. The line-up was as follows:
S. M. I. Alumni

Dayton

ALBERT TIMMER
Lro KRAMER
C. KRAMER

TIARBY PINKS

:

8A

Wee
a eee
C. Scheble
Ps
eee we we ereee C. Roth
Oscar Bucher
Sg be eat.

R. F. ... Ed. Roth, Bradford

Referee, William A. Pflaum, ’07, of Dayton.

Urban Thies, ’02, also of Dayton, alternating.
Among the

Rooters

Turners

TATE SET hoe eeeas Ed. Wenz

Umpire,

Those among the Old Boys who made good use of their

lungs and who in no small measure are responsible for the

glorious victory are the following:
FRANK McCormick,
R. P. Burkuarpt, Jr., Jos. ABEL, Louis Bucuer, Harrpert REcHSTEINER, Jos. CLEMENS, THEoporE HoLiencamp, L. Epoar ORENDORF,
CLem.

Rorrinenaus,

JosepH

Mourpuy, Cuas. ScHuMAcHER,

Connors,

WILLIAM

Cart WILL, Ropert

McGratuH,

Jos.

Hayes, Water

Con-
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Geet

Nors, Victor SMirH, JosepH Horn, Epwarp Moritz, EvGENE SCHAEFER
,
Epwarb STOECKLEIN, BERNARD HoLLeNcAMP, GEO. BRENNAN, CLARENCE
Hocuwatz, Jos. Mayt, Roperr Regan, RICHARD BurKHARDT, Sr., HENRY
MEsScHER, Joseph Keyes, Chas. Neff,
John Dickman, Alfred Helfrich, Carl
Bucher, Paul Banker, Geo. Allison, Harry O’Neil, Raymond Wehner, Walter Thies, Urban Thies (referee of the Turners), Albert Zengerle, Herbert
Finke, Vincent Schneble, Ray Carroll, Urban Deger, Adolph Scheble, Louis
Timmer. —

Out for
a Good

After the game the Alumni, their friends, the Turner

Time

team, and the members of the graduating class repaired
to Alumni Hall.
All had come out for a good time, and
they certainly had it.
After the members of the graduating class were
introduced to the Alumni, refreshments were served. A general good time
prevailed, singing being one of the main features of the evening.
Only
one thing was lacking to add to the merriment, and that was an accompaniment for the singers. This, however, will no doubt be provided for in the

—

near future by the hustling Cincinnati delegation. The Turners, although
defeated, enjoyed themselves immensely among the “Old Boys.” After one

of the most pleasant Alumni events of the year, which prolonged itself into
late hours, all started for home amid college songs and yells.
That

Bob and Doc

the

Dayton

Alumni

left

no

stone

unturned

in

—_ order to make Dayton Night a success may be readily seen
from

the following article which

appeared

in the Dayton

Journal of April 2:
S. M. I. Atumni Nores.
“But hark! Bob and Doc in a red devil car
Through the streets of the city fly frantic and far.”
A strange sight in the lonely streets away from the center
An auto dashing from one street to another so fast that they’re
the cops can recover sufficiently to note the number.
It stops
nimble figure jumps out, hands a card into a store, jumps back,

off again.

of the city.
gone before
a second, a
and they’re

An Alumnus recognized Bob Hayes and hailed him for a chat,

but he found himself deluged with Bob’s cards and handbills.

The careful

chauffeur, fearing to tire out Carl Cappel’s big buz-wagon, slowed down a
little, and “Doc” (yes, it was Doc Freshour) gave him something to relieve
that tired feeling, and the auto sped faster. Doc had an idea he was still
on the gridiron, hurrying after the S. M. I. warriors. The auto ran into
the Oakwood and City railway car barns and set all the electric horses dancing in their stalls—it made so much noise. Bob Hayes had many strange
experiences that night, and he will publish them for the benefit of his
friends in the next issue of “The

Five Hundred,”

and will send

some

illus-

trations of his trip to the “L. C. C. Club” of the Institute, to be published

in THe Exponent.

-
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Bob has been highly complimented on the big show cards he hung on the

Oakwood line and in stores around the city. In answer to repeated calls,
Bob says that after “Dayton Night” he will sell the first twenty-five show
cards signed “Robert S. Hayes, 703,” for one dollar each; the next twentyfive, signed

“R.

S. H., 703,”

at fifty cents;

the next

twenty-five,

“H,” at twenty-five cents, and the remaining ones for a song.

signed

Under no

conditions, however, will he begin by disposing of these remaining ones.
Writing down the score of the great game in Dr. Freshour’s own hand will

be twenty-three (23) cents, to buy “Havagaras” for the winning team. All
proceeds of the sale going to Bob Hayes are to be used for the “R. 8. H.,
03,” Morris chair for Alumni Hall.
Bob will be ready to receive orders
this (Tuesday) night at 8:30, after the meeting in the Institute gym-

hasium, cash to accompany all orders. After “Dayton Night” he will deliver his wares in the big “Lu. C. C.” auto, which the chauffeur of that club
has put at his disposal.
CLARENCE STOECKLEIN, 708.
Sixteenth
Victory

After the S. M. I. Regulars had carried away fifteen
victories on the Institute Court during the past basketball

season,

the

Angolas,

a picked

quintet

Non-Resident Students, carried off another grand victory on
floor from the Dayton Rinks, the pet team of the Gem City.
A large number of Dayton Alumni helped to do the rooting,
their fellow-citizens on to victory. Several members of the

composed

of

the Institute
Score, 36-20.
and cheered
Angolas will

graduate this coming June and the Alumni are anxious to secure them in
THere’s to success to the next Alumni
order to strengthen their team.
F. Hackman, 708.
Quintet.

The victory won by the Alumni quintet over the Turners

Alumni

—_jg due in no small part to the practice and rooting accorded

Basket-Ball

them by a number of Old Boys on the Institute Court at
Games
least once'a week. The following is a partial list of those who joined in

Louis Timmer, CuHarLey ScHumMAcHER, Herbert Finke, Gene
the fun:
Helfrich, Bop Hayes, Cart Cappet, Ep. ORENDORF, CARL
Al.
Witchger,
JoE MAyL, JoHN H. FINKE.
Wr11, Louis Moossruceer, Jos. ABEL,
F. Hackman, 708.

:

Baseball

“Announcing

athletic

events

in

THE

EXPONENT

some

weeks in advance might on occasions bring a Chicago visi-

tor and others, too,” recently wrote Oscar C. MILLER, ’92,
of Chicago. The Alumni Editor has endeavored to announce all the games
of the last football and basket-ball season and has succeeded in attracting

quite a number of Alumimi to the games.
been disappointed because the games

which

they were scheduled;

hence

Several out-of-town visitors have

could not be played on the days for

it would be prudent

for out-of-town
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visitors to obtain definite information
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The fol-

a week before each event.

lowing is the baseball schedule for May:
Saturday, May

11, with Antioch College.

Saturday, May 18, with the University of Cincinnati.
Saturday, May 23, with the Dayton Journals.
Thursday, May 30, Decoration Day, “Cincinnati Day” at S. M. L., with

the Cincinnati Gridirons, Henry G. Janszen, ’02, Manager.

Alumni Hall

The bid of the A. Schachne Company for decorating
Alumni Hall was accepted. The work will be begun at

once and will be finished at the beginning of June.

The

Committee of Five hope that the Alumni will be perfectly satisfied with the
work; about five hundred dollars will be expended. At the present date,
three hundred

and fifty-nine dollars are at hand,

and about two hundred

dollars still with the chairmen of the different classes.

The class whose accounts have been closed is that of 94. ‘Their chairman,
Dr. Lovis F. Bucur, has succeeded in obtaining a donation from every

member of his class, the average being ten dollars and seventy cents. “How
It All Came to Pass,” will be the subject of every lecture the Doctor will
deliver free of charge to other struggling chairmen. Call at his office, 77
Green Street.
Over $75.00 worth of tickets were sold for “Dayton Night,” of which
$51.50 is in the treasury at the present writing. The “Dayton Night”
be a
fund will be used to purchase for Alumni Hall a divan that will
“Chicago.”
on
reflects
davenport
the
credit to “Dayton” as much as
All ticket money as well as donations for Alumni Hall should be sent
at as early a date as possible either to L. Epear OrENDORF, 702 Conover
Building,

Treasurer

of the

Alumni,

or to

the

President

of

St.

Mary’s

Institute.
of
The Alumni Editor hopes to publish in due time a detailed statement
all receipts and expenditures.

The Literary
Circle

“Ag one of the first members of the St. Mary’s Literary
Circle, I have viewed with pleasure the progress of that
society; and I am willing to help in perpetuating its life,”

writes its first secretary, Gaylord H. Case, ’99, from

All the founders of the Literary Circle
noticed with much satisfaction that the
ber 20, 1898, has grown and put forth
present flourishing Literary Societies
upon the Institute life.

South Bend, Indiana.

will, in our “College Notes,” have
little tree they planted on Novemseveral stout branches, and that the
are exercising a salutary influence
F. Hackman, 08.
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Collegiate

Senior Letters
Junior Letters
Sophomore Letters
Freshman Letters
Senior Science
Junior Science
Sophomore Science
Freshman Science

FOR

MARCH

Department

Charles Whalen, 94; Rex Emerick, !
William P. O’Connor, 97; Harry Ansbury,
Albert Zengerle, 95; Ferdinand Koch,
Fred Grundtisch, 96 ; Ralph Wollenhaupt,
John Zuber, 95; William Mahoney,
Frank Kemper, 97; Ben Freeman,
Joseph Seidensticker, 95; Walter Steuer,
Hans Amann, 95; Wilfried Walter, !
Business

Business IT
Business I

Department

William O’Connor, 93; Charles O’Brien, 9:
Paul Scheiber, 92; Victor Kuntz, ‘
High

Fourth Year
Beta) Obl
Second Year
First Year

I. EXPONENT

ee

ae

Preparatory

EKighth Grade
Seventh Grade
Sixth Grade A
Sixth Grade B

School

Ray Pulskamp, 96; Ignatius Hart,
aids Kemper, 96; Leo Clark,
Robert Myers, 97; Edward Hunkeler,
Robert Gray, 96; Raymond de Castro,
Department

Kdwin Bradmiller, 94; Walter Zuber,
Edward Schroeder, 97; Edward Ernstes, ‘

CHRONICLE

Despite the shortness

of the Easter vacation, most

of the boys went

to

pass it in their homes. Favored by the weather, those who remained at
S. M. I. enjoyed themselves immensely. On April 3, classes resumed. An

increase of boarding students in the Fourth

Division necessitated the pro-

motion to higher divisions of H. Wehner, J. Reidy, and J. Wickham.
The last stage of the school year is now entered upon, and the boys are

putting their best efforts to their work.
premiums will begin on May 3.

The

final

competitions

for

the
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Another event that is occupying the minds of the boys at present is the

opening of the Baseball season. In all the divisions teams are being formed
and the players are being worked into their positions. The cold weather
and an unexpected snow-fall had put a damper on the baseball spirits for
a few days, but since spring has at last set in seriously the restrained energy

broke forth again and now all is life on the campus.

school,

and

then—but

let us not think

thoughts elsewhere until June 18.

Third Division

of vacation

From the Chronicle of the Third
J], Greif, we glean the following:
On Tuesday,

March

Two more months of
yet as we

need

our.

Division,

edited

by

19, the Third Division lads visited

the State Hospital for the Insane. Although most of the boys had visited
the institution last year, they found many new things to see and appreciated
the visit.

Thursday, March 21, the boys had a celebration in honor of St. Patrick

in connection with the closing of the basket-ball season.
The Division
Band sent forth its sweet strains throughout the entire afternoon, while the
solos rendered by Messrs. H. Greif, H. Schmiedecke, P. Scheiber, and A.

Weisenberger were loudly applauded.
Our prefect made a presentation
speech and then awarded the pennants to Capt. C. Fredricks of Class A and

Capt. J. Ernst of Class B. Both responded with a short, witty speech of
acceptance.
As a surprise for the entire Division a prize was given to the
four boys of each team who had the highest number of points throughout
the season. The band again struck up, while the Division marched around

the club room. Ample justice was done the lunch which followed.
Twenty lads of the Third Division remained at 8. M. I. during the Easter
vacation and all claim they had a pleasant time fishing, visiting the Dayton
Fire

Departments,

Soldiers’

sights about Dayton.
Of

late

the

Fourth Division prominence.

Home,

steam

Fourth

shovels,

Division

has

and

numerous

risen

into

other

enviable

From the Division Chronicle, of which Mas-

ter Frank Holters of Covington, Ky., is the official editor,

we glean only a few of the many interesting items.
THE FirE AND Drum Corps organized last fall is entirely independent
of the 8. M. I. Band and Orchestra, and is strictly confined, in all things,
to our Fourth Division. We have been giving recitals in our “club” since
the start, but seeing in THE EXPONENT, news about Division bands, we
thought we’d let THE Exponent know that our corps is a band too.”
fact the Fife and Drum Corps has in the past month gone beyond

limits of the Fourth Division.

In
the

The little corps was seen several times on

the campus, practicing hard to keep step to the music.
The drummers, a
little vigorous in their work, did well, and not the least of their merits con‘
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sisted in drowning some of the yet imperfect and too shrill notes of their

brother fifers. Still, the Fife and Drum Corps is making steady progress ;
recently before leaving college for the Easter vacation, a concert given in
the

club-room

proved

very

agreeable

to all present.

The

Alumni,

who

know a good thing when they see it, asked to have the Corps contribute to
the general splendid program of “Dayton Night,” when the Alumni beat
the Turners. The work of the Fife and Drum Corps on this occasion was
really good, and elicited loud and long applause.

“INDIANS “JET-WHITE-BLACK.” One Thursday in March our jolly band
strolled out to the woods overhanging the once famed “Valley of Josephat,”
and we had a game of Indians. The Whites under D. Hall, (son of Col.
W. T. Hall, who died under Uncle Sam’s flag at Santiago,) banded together, and after a strenuous chase, captured Vogler, Chief of the Indians,
and then his whole tribe. Instead of scalping the vanquished, the victors
made them

change colors, and the charred remains of the trees used for the

That evening, when we
apple-roast in September, served the purpose.
returned to the study-hall, there was a roll of thunder and a cloudburst,—
and our faces were clean again for supper.”

“Basrer Vacation. Only four of the forty- eight boys of the Division
remained to watch for the Easter rabbit at the Institute. They were C.
They say
Koch, D. Hall, M. Hickey, and A. Riquelme.
fun. Koch led the expeditions made for collecting insects,
They were so eloquent
flowers, fishing,: seeing sights, etc.
home regretted that
gone
had
who
us
of
some
that
fun
their

it all.

they had royal
finding spring
in relating all
we had missed

The worst of all is that Koch learned Spanish from “Alix,” and

talks it now, and we “can’t catch-on” to what he says.
On Thursday, April 11, our Division went in a
“Visir ro Focxe Bros.
Mr. George Focke
packing establishment.
Bros.
Focke
the
visit
body to
was so kind as to lead us through the entire plant; dressing, curing, packing, and shipping departments were all seen. A treat to hot wieners, before

leaving, enabled us to walk back to the Institute, under the leadership of
Walter Focke, one of our bunch, who, like an experienced guide, knows
every crook, twist, and short-cut of the three miles to and from the plant.”

Very Reverend
Joseph Hiss
Vicar

We are pleased to learn that St. Mary’s will be favored
{his year with the presence of an exceptionally illustrious

visitor, in the person of the Very Reverend Joseph Hiss.
Apostolic and Superior General of the Society of Mary, who left

Europe on April 15, and is expected to land in New York on April 22 or 23.
We

hope in the near future to be able to tender the Very

Rev. Visitor a

warm reception at the Institute ; but from the moment he sets foot on “the
land of the free,” we wish him a most hearty welcome.
The solemn ceremonies of First Holy Communion will take place at the
College on May 5, and we cherish the fond hope that it will be possible
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for the Very Rev. Father General to be in our midst on this occasion, and
to preside over this ceremony, which is always so impressive and solemn at
the Institute.
On Sunday, April 7, Reverend Jos. F. Smith, Pastor of

Visitors

St. Philomena’s

Church,

Cleveland,

Ohio, and Mr. John

Mulrooney, were guests at the Institute.

Both are former

students of the Brothers in Cleveland, and came to place Master Charles
McGinty

at S. M.

I.

The

latter, with his friend,

John

Caufield,

whom

Reverend John Slattery of Steubenville, Ohio, brought on the tenth of
April, is quite at home in his new surroundings. The Honorable Harry
Busch, 796, of Cincinnati, Ohio, likewise paid us a short visit on the tenth,
and it was an agreeable surprise for him to meet in his Alma Mater, his
old-time friend, Father Slattery.
WILLIAM OBERMEIER, 707.

SOCIETIES

Sodality
On Saturday, April 13, the second semi-annual meeting
General Meeting of all the sodalities combined, took place in the Institute
Chapel.
After a hymn to our Lady, the Reverend President of the Institute gave a short instruction on the duties of Sodalists
and on the advantages they can derive from their membership in the
Sodality.
Then followed the reception of new Sodalists. Were admitted:

W. Casey, J. Falk, Ph. Fleck, Ig. Hart, H. Kampp, E. Kavaney, M. Kemper, E. La Pierre, R. Pulskamp, J. Reidy, H. Schafer, P. Scheiber, E. Sullivan, H. Winters, and W. Youngman.
The office of the Immaculate Conception was then recited, Wm. Mahoney,
President of the First Branch of Boarding Students, presiding. ‘The meet-

ing closed with the recitation of the Angelus. A great amount of good
being wrought in the Institute by means of the Sodality. The number
weekly and semi-weekly Communions is steadily increasing, as is also
general spirit of piety and diligence ; both these results may in great part
traced back to the work of the Sodalities.

is
of
a
be

The various groups of the Holy Name Society and the
Grand Council of Officers, have held their usual meetings
in the past month. On March 22 a general meeting of all
the members of the organization was held in the Chapel. The Rev. President of the Institute was the speaker of the occasion. He dwelt at length
Holy Name
Society

upon the advantages we can derive as college students from our membership

in the H. N. S. and upon the duty we have as members of the society to

admonish our comrades when they fail against the pledge.
blasphemous and immodest language is the language of

He added that
Satan and the

fallen angels, and is highly unbecoming a Christian and a gentleman.

The
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Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament was given and the pledge was renewed
by the student body in presence of Our Lord exposed upon the altar.
The

amount

of Peter’s

Pence

collected

in

March

was

$30.87. S. M. I. again has broken its own record, as the
highest amount ever collected was $30.86, in February,
The Third High has the lead with an average of 26.5 cents. We

Peter’s Pence

1906.

congratulate the boys of this class on their generosity.

It took them some

time to find the generous chord in their hearts, but since they have found it
they are striking it hard.

The Seventh

Grade

is maintaining

its rank in

the Preparatory Department with an average of 17 cents; the boys of this

class have, moreover, the distinction of having contributed, since September,
a greater total than any other individual class, $17.62.
The Sophomore

Letters Class leads in the Collegiate Department with 16 cents. The grand
total for the year to date is $165.21. All these figures speak eloquently of
petty sacrifices brought by the students, to show their filial devotion to the
Holy Father.
Their generosity certainly draws many blessings upon our
Alma Mater and the donors are laying up merits for themselves in Heaven.
WILLIAM P. O’Connor, 708.

LITERARY

Senior Class
Debates
mano,

and

Immigration Outweigh the Evils.” Messrs. Kroemer, SoliSchaefer defended the affirmative against Messrs. Bradmiller,

Ferneding, and Regan.
affirmative.
On

NEWS

On April 12 an interesting debate took place in the
Senior Class:
“Resolved, That the Benefits of Foreign

18, Messrs.

April

The unanimous vote of the five judges was for the
Regan

and

Wenigman,

as representatives

of the

Senior Class, will debate against Messrs. Costello and Carrig, of the Junior
Literary Circle, on the subject, “Should the United States Have a Standing
Army ?”

Further inter-class debates are being planned by the Juniors and Seniors
for the month of May.

The
Phi Tau Sigma

March

Juniors
11.

held

their

regular

literary

meeting

on

There was more life than usual, owing to the

fact that it was “Irish” night. Ireland was the subject of
responses to the roll-call, and “begorra,” Irish wit flowed freely. The debate:

“Resolved, That the Physician is more beneficial to the community

than the Lawyer, was won by Messrs. O’Connor and Hackman
affirmative, against Messrs. Costello and Kemper.
A paper on
O’Connell

was

Irish statesman.

read by Emil

Ball; it was a glowing

of the
Daniel

tribute to the great

Stoecklein entertained the Circle with one of his well-
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rendered selections, to the satisfaction of all the members
.
The meeting
adjourned on scheduled time, notwithstanding the protests
formulated by

the Irish element of the Circle, who asked to prolong the meeting
indef-

initely.

Sophomore Letters Dramatic

Club

The students of the Sophomore

as yet issued

the April

Chronicle

Letters Class have not

of their class paper,

but

are busily preparing to render some choice scenes of Ham-

let, in the course of the month of May.
Freshman

number

The Freshman

We wish them success.

Letters boys have just issued the second

number of their class paper; it is a worthy successor of the

first and indicates a growing spirit of enterprise and personal initiative on the part of the students of the class. The paper is
neatly
illustrated.
We were pleased to note three good attempts at versification,
by L. Wissel, J. O’Connor, and F. Grundtisch; the latter’s is the best.
A
paper by L. Poos on the advisability of annexing Canada to the United
States is excellent; the writer’s arguments for and against are equally

weighty, and with him we would hesitate to solve the problem.

We cannot

quite agree with W. Peak’s views on baseball; when he says that the value
of a college can be judged by the value of its “nine.”
The highly interesting class history by J. O’Connor is pervaded by a spirit of true charity.
Freshies, continue to “Chronicle” ; it’s doing you a deal of good!

Freshmen
Record

The

March

number

was a good issue.

From

of the Freshmen

Science

Record

the artistic cover, by J. Ohmer,

to the well-supplied joke department, all merits praise.
The class history by J. Mahoney was interesting and humorous.
The
judicious and pleasing variety of the literary department speaks well for
the class as a-whole and especially for the officers of the paper. J. Ohmer’s
story, “Rehensy,” was good, though we would have suggested a different
ending.
The author of “Roosevelt’s Third Term” must be an assiduous

reader of papers and magazines.

His articlé deserves favorable mention.

The scientific papers of J. Brand and H. Amann show reflection. The jokes
are numerous and good and, we think, in great part original, especially
those of F. Dister.
We congratulate the Editor-in-Chief, W. Youngman,
on his able and progressive management of the Record. However, we would

remark that a bit of poetry from time to time and a little more fidelity to
genuine old-style spelling might improve the class paper.
S.M.I. Band
as follows:

Since November the 8. M. I. Band has given seventeen
concerts at basket-ball games and one grand concert. The
various divisions have given concerts in their club rooms
First Division, one; Second Division, one; and Third Division,

—
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bands

was

an

excellent

idea,

as, be-

sides procuring an amount of enjoyment to the various divisions, they are,
moreover, a powerful help for the work of the Institute Band.
Too much credit can hardly be given the members of the Band Association for the above record ; the music furnished during the past four months
represents an amount of work on the part of every individual player, as at
each weekly concert at least three new pieces were rendered.
The death
of the solo cornetist, Frank Logsdon, has been a great loss to the Band, but
it has not impaired the courage of the members, who still hope to make the
1907 Band a record-breaker in the history of the Institute, both for amount
and quality of music furnished.
The Band is now preparing for the summer outdoor concerts, as well
as for the musical part of the program connected with the Commencement
Exercises.
:
Several new officers have been chosen recently. The complete list of officers by divisions is as follows:
Third Division:
Paul Scheiber, President;- Thomas Coakley, VicePresident ; Herbert

Greif,

Secretary.

;

Second Division:
John Jacoby, President; Fred Topmoeller,
President; Edward Janszen, Secretary.
First Division:
Paul Wenigman, President; William Schoen,
President ; Lawrence Janszen, Secretary.

ViceVice-

On Sunday, April 14, the members of the Institute Band went to assist
at a rehearsal

of

the

N.

C.

R.

Band,

which

took

place

in

Welfare

Hall.

All greatly enjoyed the two hours they passed there, as the N. C? R. Band
is one of the best in the Gem City.
Its worthy director, Mr. 'T. Moehring,
is private instructor of music at the Institute.
FRANK Morris, 708.
The Faculty and Students of St. Mary’s extend their
sympathy to Mr. Richard P. Burkhardt, Jr., °93, for the
loss he has sustained by the death of his devoted wife.
Waldron R. Burkhardt, oldest son of Mr. R. Burkhardt, has been a boarder
at the Institute since the death of his mother.
;
WILLIAM OBERMEIER, 707.
Obituary
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BASEBALL
That the 1907 Baseball season will be a glorious continuation of the
carnival of victory inaugurated by the football team and sustained by the
immortal Basket-Ball Champions is more than guaranteed by the pros-

pects.

There is an abundance of excellent material from which a record-

breaking nine ought to result.
“Rusty” Emerick, the peerless backstop of
the 1906 squad, will make his debut into the pitching department this year.
Mahoney ‘and Morris will also strive for laurels on the slab, and with
Emerick,

will form

a trio that will be hard

to beat.

Frank Martin is trying for catcher. He has shown up well; with practice,
we hope he will rival his predecessor.
Bardo, the Newport Wonder, ‘has
an option on first base;’a good hitter and a heady player, he is a valuable
adjunct to the squad.
Who will be the ultimate “boss of the territory” around second base is
hard to say. MacDonald, Peak, Janszen, and Pflaum are making a determined fight for the position. Schoen has no competitor at short. His brilliant play has disheartened all his rivals.
Hilgerink will keep-his old place at third base. He is probably the best
player of that position that ever donned an S. M. J. uniform.
The success
of the 1907 representatives will be largely due to his gilt-edged work.
Field positions are at a premium.
Wissel, Sullivan, Carrig, Kroemer, Ed.
Walsh, Costello, Harry Solimano, and Pierce are trying for places in the
garden. All have shown up well, but it will take a long and thorough trial
before the outfield can be decided upon.
Manager Zuber is working hard on the schedule, and will be able to

present it to the public in a short time. The opening game is with the
Varsity Club of Dayton. Games with the N. C. R., Antioch College, Cedarville, Cincinnati University, Dayton Journal, Wittenberg University, and
the Gridirons of Cincinnati are in the course of arrangement.
PauL WENIGMAN, 707.
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BASKET-BALL

On March 19, the Junior Basket-Ball Team defeated the
Second Team Seniors to the tune of 38-16. Topmoeller

starred for the Juniors, making nine field baskets and four

For the Seniors, Janszen and

Quigley

played the best game,

al-

though neither could do much from the fact of the Juniors’ fine guarding.
The line-up:
II. Team

Seniors—16

Juniors—38

Es cai eean Ret O’ Neill
Reh So ret cee ae Topmoeller
fs Se SaaS, Mahoney (Capt.)
NR
a ear oe aye os Dister
Overmeier (Capt.)
Bhs AE edi os Shore helo cag Ball
Referee, Daugherty ; Umpire, W. Mahoney.

Il. Division vs.
Day Scholars

The Juniors again covered themselves with glory when,
on Thursday, March 21, they swamped the Day Scholars
by the score 38 to 12. O’Neill starred for the Juniors,

making seven field baskets, with Topmoeller a close second with six. But
That lad, while not allowing
Dister’s fine playing must not be overlooked.
his man to make a basket, found time enough to cage three himself.

For the Day Scholars, Canny played the best game, but in all the team
showed a lack of practice in basket throwing, an art at which the Juniors
are past masters. The Junior team are indebted for their success to the
excellent training of Captain Mahoney. Line-up:
Day

Juniors—38

Scholars—12

CM. verenene O’ Neill
eee

Weds

pace

Topmoeller

C. .... J. Mahoney
ale
Baseball
League

(Capt.)

a ovaie Cine aA

Dister

After a most successful basket-ball season, we have now
organized a baseball league. The teams line up as follows:

Emeralds

Garnets

Pearls

Mason, L. F.

Schad, C.

Lineham,

Hackman, 1 B. (Capt.)

Horstman, C. F.

Sibila, 8. S.
Wulf, L. F.

O’Neill, C. (Capt.)
Dister, 2 B.

C. F.

Mahoney, 1 B. (Capt.)
Freeman, 2 B.

Von der Hoya, 1 B.

Gallagher, C.

Scheiber, 2 B.

Hermann,

Daugherty, 3 B.

Kemper, P.

Janszen, P.

3 B.

Topmoeller, P.
Gunning, R. F.
Youngman, S. S.

Seidensticker, R. F.
Ball, 3 B.
Clark, C. F.

Walton, L. F.
Neary, 8. 8S.
Georges, R. F.
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SUBs.
Wagner, Pulskamp,
Gross, Orr.

SuBs.
SuBs.
Kelley, Heer,
Koch, Graham,
Samburg, Cahill.
Jacoby, Fleck.
OFFICIAL Scorer:
Leonard J. Poos.
So far all the indications are.favorable to a good season,
and the Juniors
will have to play some to equal the record of their predeces
sors.
F, Hackman, 708.

_

THIRD

Basket-Ball

DIVISION

(Resident

Students)

On March 19 the III. Division Resident Students wit-

nessed

an interesting

ceremony

held

in their

club-room:

it was the presentation of pennants to the captains of the

two winning teams, the Vultures of Class A, and the Swans
of Class B.

The past basket-ball season has been a most brilliant one.

is the official standing at close of season:

Class A
Vultures (Capt. C. Frederick)
Eagles (Capt. E. Harpring)
Starlings (Capt. A. Holbrook)
Pheasants (Capt. I. Hart)
Class B
;
Swans (Capt. J. Ernst)
Gulls (Capt. R. Diaz)
Storks (Capt. A. Janszen)
Cranes (Capt. A. Friedrichs)
Number of points made by each team:

- Won.

The following

Lost. Per Cent.
7
. 708
10
583
-500
208
.

Lost. Per Cent.
8
. 666
9
625
14
417
17
291
Hagles—326; Vultures—259;

Starlings—175; Pheasants—152; Guls—227 ; Swans—161; Storks—142;
Cranes—135.
The following players are deserving of special mention, having made 25
or more points:
Class A—C. Frederick, 135 points; R. Harpring, 84; L. Greif, 81; E.
Sullivan, 80; I. Hart, 73; A. Holbrock, 54; J. Kelly, 54; J. Wickham, 39;

H. Kampp, 35; H. Winter, 28.

Class B—R. Diaz, 88; A. Janszen, 80; P. Fleck, 70; E. Zangerle, 70;
P. Quigley, 59; J. Ernst, 49; J. Brand, 38; H. Ritter, 36; A. Friedrichs, 25.

Baseball

Bro. Frederick Paff has organized the baseball teams for

the coming season.
forming

of

two

Great variety in size necessitated the

leagues—Class

A

and

Class

B.

Good

material and willing players prove to us that we will have an ideal season.
The leagues and teams are:
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Class A:
Hustlers—C.

Frederick

(Capt.),

I.

Hart,

J.

Kelly,

R.

Harpring,

J.

Wickham, A. Holbrock, H. Kampp, A. -Piene, C. Rett, G. Wilms, L. Kranz,
and V. Stauder.
Sprinters—E. Sullivan (Capt.), E. Harpring, W. Casey, R. Morin, F.
Harsch, E. Zangerle, H. Winter, L. Greif, M. Kemper, E. La Pierre, Ise
Scheher:

and

Class

T. Coakley.

B:

Ri
rs—J. E
(Capt.), A. Weisenberger, J. Brand, H. Ritter, P.
Fleck, A. Bricdriel 18,. P. Quigley, J. Shepard, L. Hickey, H. Greif, 1. Koch,
M. Baumert.
Busters—A. Janszen (Capt.), R. Diaz, R. Castro, H. Klein, H. Schmidecke, T. Munchhof, W. Pulskamp, O. Meyers, C. Ritter, G. Jacoby, W.

Knieling, and W. Cody.

FOURTH
On

Basket-Ball

J. Wick11AM, 709.

DIVISION
“Dayton

(Resident

Night”

two

Students)

basket-ball

teams

composed

— entirely of Fourth Division boys made an elegant appear-

ance on the gym floor, before the Alumni-Turner game
took place.
The accurate basket throwing during the practice surprised
and pleased every one.
Little “Eddie” Heeter amused the audience with
his attempts to cage the ball. The game played by. the Midgets and Lilliputians, as they were styled, was spirited. When the whistle blew the score
stood 1 to 0 favor the Lilliputians.
Referee, Rex Emerick; Umpire, Wm.
Pflaum.
The Fourth Division Baseball League became an accomBaseball
plished fact on April 8. The following teams compose it:
Barnacles—M. Kuntz (Capt.), Zuber, Curran, Gonzalez,
I. Ducoing, Drahman, O’Brien, Osterday, and Droege.
Bluebeards—Rapp (Capt.), Hall, Macklin, Falk, Huerkamp, Kirschner,
Koch, Anderton, Burkhardt.
Zulus—Kranz (Capt.), Eylar, Madigan, Hickey, Schei, Focke, D. Heeter,
Billings, McGinnty.
Tarantulas—Vandenbrock (Capt.), Wehner, Gross, W. Kuntz, Holters,
Shafer,

Reitemeier,

T. Ducoing,

Cawfield.

The first game played was on April 8, between the Barnacles and the

The Zulus did not understand how to handle Barnacles, and soon
Zulus.
The batteries
fled in defeat with the score 14 to 7 pinned to their backs.
M. Kuntz and J. O’Brien for the Barnacles, and H. Saha oie A.
were:
Kranz, and J. Eylar for the Zulus.
The teams are anxious to outdo one another on sscount of the pennant for
The prospects for a representative team are bright.
the winning team.
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Already a challenge has been sent by the North Side Juniors of Cincinnati

Two “scrub teams” are also in full operation.
They took the names of
Winners and Never Defeatables.
So far they have proven true to their
names, as the scores have always been tie.
Baseball League!

FIRST

Angolas vs.
Rinks

DIVISION

Hurrah

for the Fourth Division
H. KieraBer, 715.

(Non-Residents)

On Wednesday, March 21, the Rink team of this city
journeyed to the 8. M. I. Gymnasium only to meet defeat

at the hands of the Angolas 36 to 16. Both quintets put
up a fast article of ball, the Angolas having a shade the better of the argument.
‘The game was very interesting, its. principal feature being the
accurate long throws of H. Solimano.
Jeremiah Costello deserves special
mention

for his defensive work, and Martin

baskets and pass work.
The Rinkers,
displayed skill at various intervals.
second half was faster, the pass work
the Angolas keeping the crowd wild.
uled series, the Angolas taking two of
Angolas—Martin

and

Whalen,

and Whalen

for their numerous

although inferior to their opponents,
Although the first half was fast, the
of the Rinkers and the interference of
This game was the final of a schedthe three played. Line-up:

forwards;

Morris

(Capt.),

center;

Cos-

tello and Solimano, guards.
Rink—Tafel

and

Fowler,

and Weinman, guards.

forwards;

Wardlow

(Capt.),

center;

Nichols

W. P. O’Connor, 708.
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EXCHANGES

|6XS!

The Easter Exchanges all breathe the joy and hopefulness
of the season.
“Alleluia! the Lord is risen !” is the burden of their song.
This Christian
sentiment is at once the pean of the past and the promise of
the future, for

Christ being risen, our faith is secure, secure therefore
also its reward.

The St. Mary’s Collegian gives us a St. Patrick’s number

It is Irish from

cover to cover—poetry,

spicuousness of “The Irish Element
forth by a son of the Emerald Isle.

prose,

and

persiflage.

for March.
The

con-

in English Literature” is ably set
“The Study of Irish History” is a

subject equally well handled in The Viatorian.
The shamrock-twined
Cross of Erin is ever a fruitful theme for poet or essayist.

The 8S. V. C. Index has “ ARarebit Dream.” It is a rare bit of scholas
tic
humor. But with the awful fate of the college professor before their mind’s

eye, who of the seniors will “elect” to sign their own death-warran
t?

Sissy of the Regiment” might dare.

We are indebted to The Villa Shield
photogravures bearing on the Longfellow

“The

for an interesting collection of
Centenary, showing portraits of

the poet, his signature, fac-simile copies of his poems, etc., exhibited at the
National Arts Club, New York.
There are also toasts and speeches by
members of the club, which includes some of the most prominent literar
y

lights of America. “The Reynolds Rug” is a good story, but we cannot
get
rid of a lurking suspicion that it was written by a boy.

We hail The Morning Star back to our sanctum. For a time its brilliancy was eclipsed, and we knew not whether we should see it again, but

the night of doubt has passed and our stellar friend smiles as bright as ever.
There is an able plea for Mathematics on account of their usefulness as a
mental drill and the foundation of nearly all arts and sciences.
“A Child
Shall Lead Them” is a strong story of how a man, true to the memory of
his child, placed a still and quiet conscience above all earthly dignities.

“Oneiros” is a pretty dreamland fancy.

The spirit of poetry dwells in Sinsinawa.

And every month

The Young

Eagle from Parnassian heights brings us sweet blossoms of Arcadian fragrance,
“Pure as snowdrops in the silent air,

Aglow with light and love as is an angel’s prayer,”
dream-blossoms that can flourish only in the genial atmosphere of religion
and culture, redolent of that brighter land above whence all good inspirations
come. “An April Morn,” “An Angel’s Harp,” “The Angel’s Kiss” are all
radiant with poesy’s magic light, and it must be a sweet consolation to the

good Sisters to meet with young natures so responsive to their tender care.
Long life to the good work!
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The plea of The Fleur-de-Lis Exman for clever short stories is certainly
well backed up by this paper’s March issue. The writer of “The Lure of
Gold” handles a fragile theme with an artistic touch that is at once strong
and delicate, the story of a youth who

moth-like

fluttered

and was singed by it, though the singeing set him singing.

round

a flame

There is an-

other breezy story of how a cowardly maligner of our noble Sisterhoods was
scared out of his wits by a soldier who had seen service at San Juan Hill
and elsewhere. And there is a funny little story about two half-grown bull

puppies that brought down a great white Lobo out on the prairies and won
the prize.
The Labarum

presents

a well-written essay

on Cardinal

Newman

poet, him whose beautiful verse was but an echo of his beautiful life.

as a

“For

Conscience Sake” is an interesting story of jealousy, a wrong, and a reparation. The Easter verse is sweet and thoughtful, and “Mammy’s Burglar”

is delightful. Wish you could come oftener, lovely Labarum !
The Wilmingtonian is usually wise, and sometimes it is—otherwise. On
one of its pages appears a collection of Chapel Echoes, which is well andgood.
But alas! how did it happen ?—on the same page sneaks in a miserable parody of Lincoln’s great Gettysburg Speech. _Now what is the
earthly use of such a freak bit of writing?
It is neither edifying, nor
instructive, nor even amusing—neither flesh, nor fish, nor good red herring.
It must have got in by mistake. Walmingtonian, wake up!
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What Even the Wisest Relish

WHEN

EXTREMES

MEET

J. B., 710:'- “High, Walsh.”
F. W., 710: . “*Low, Ernst.”
wae
KINDRED

R. W., 710:
F. K., 710:

SPIRITS

“How are Pike and Peak related ?”
“Their tasks are the same.”
wae
THE

METRIC

SYSTEM

Teacher:
‘“What’s the Metric System ?”
Billy Boston:
“It’s the system pa uses to measure my trousers’ amplest
parts when I have misbehaved.”
we
AMERICAN

John:
fellow ?”
Jack:

“Why

LITERATURE

is the author of ‘Snowbound’

more humorous

than Long-

‘Because he’s W (h)ittier.”

What’s the meaning of all that talk in the Third
famous slide?

Division about M. B.’s

we
THE

F. D., 710:
F. 0., 710:

NEW

PITCHER

“We don’t seem to be able to hit that country pitcher.”
‘No, he has one of those rural free deliveries.”
ae
ROCKED

Bill:
Frank:

“How

TO

SLEEP

did the giant Goliath pass into unconsciousness ?”

“David

rocked him

to sleep.”
wae
GRUESOME

Dr. Stanley said to Hans, a new servant:
“To-day you go to town and
buy a brown car(atchoo!) pet.”
Not knowing much English, Hans looked

up the definition of “car” and of “pet,” and then set out to get one.

The
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best in his estimation was a dog, as he had frequently seen dogs accompanying their masters even on the cars. On his return to the doctor’s office he
learned that the doctor had’ been called away to attend a case of measles.
Calling up Dr. Stanley by phone, Hans asked what he should do with the
car pet. “Nail it on my office floor.” “Vas?”
“Yes!
Nail it on my office
floor.” “Aber, mein —.”
“Go and do as I told you,” and the receiver was
dropped.
Hans, left to his own thoughts, concluded that the best would be

to do as he was ordered. Securing five spikes he got to work.
In the meantime Dr. Stanley returned, and hearing unearthly howls and
yells proceeding from his office, he hastened thither to
his amazement at seeing a tailless dog pulling Hans
dish rag.
“The car pet, the car pet,” yelled Hans,
which still retained its grip.
Dr. Stanley took in the situation at a glance. He

investigate. Imagine
about the floor like a
pointing to the dog,
recalled the surprised

tone of Hans at the phone, and then burst into laughter.

With the aid of

a broom he succeeded in forcing the angry animal to loosen its hold on the
trousers, and on the next day both Hans and the dog were quietly disposed
of.
GEO. M. GONZALES, 715.
ae
MEDITATION

I stood on the bridge at midnight,
Weary, forsaken, forlorn,
And I sighed as I recollected,

My Sunday breeches were torn.
I thought of the hours of labor
The tailor had spent at his work;
He had cut and stitched and measured,

No trouble or pains did he shirk.
And just to think—on
When in glad rags all
Because of my unhappy
I must stay at home,

the morrow,
men shall come forth,
breeches,
etc.

i
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BECAUSE THEY
MARK AND NEVER

FALL
HORA

PASS
THE

BELOW
THE
OFFICIAL
STANDARD
Recognized Universally as Best for Athletes
No.

288.

No.

27.

No. 246.
F

SEND
FOR THESE
BOOKS NOW—TEN
CENTS
PER COPY
Group XVI—Muscle Bu.lding
By Dr. L. H. Gulick, Director of Physical Training, N. Y. Public Schools.
Group XII—UCollege Athletics.
By M. C. Murphy,
the well-known
Athletic
Trainer, now with University of Pennsylvania.
Group
XII—Athletic
Training for Schoolboys.
By Geo. W. Orton of the University 0f Pennsylvania and a famous Athlete himself.

A copy of our complete catalogue of athletic goods will be mailed upon request.
Mail Order Department
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Bell Phone
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Phone 2387
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H. HEILE

G SONS

Hay, Grain
Mill Feed

Main

Office, Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH

Elevator,

Latonia, Kentucky

HOUSES:

Covington, Kentucky

Newport, Kentucky
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Beer making was abandoned at the old Stickle Brewery, the buildings
NOTICE:
re-modeled and equipped with the latest improved: machinery: for producing a
strictly first class bottle beer.
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There never was a time that you should be more caretul as
to quailty.
Barrett’s Pure Paint will please you—your eye for beauty,
protect your

pocket-book—and will stand the supreme test of WEAR.
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$1.50

a gallon,

or $1.40 for 5 or more gallons to one person.
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A popular low price for an article of superior merit—you can’t try better
paint at any price and few as good—absolutely guaranteed for “ purity.”
‘Miami Valley Paint.” $1.40 single gallon, or $1.30 per gallon for 5 or
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more gallons to one person.

When you buy in QUAILITY and PRICE, Barrett will get your business.

We will “loan”

you ladders to do your painting.

The housewife’s friend is Barett’s Artistic Interlor
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beautiful colors.

Enamels.

Twelve

The nicest, finest, enamel colors you ever saw.

Highest

quality regardless of price

Barrett’s Artistic Interior Enamels

Special Price: 45c. a quart (worth 60c.) 25c. a pint (worth 35c.) lic. a half-pint (worth
20c.)
Barrett's ‘‘ PERFECTO”
Furniture Polish. 10c. and 25c. bottles.

Every time you clean your house you need a bottle—‘*makes your old furniture
like new.”
Barrett's Perfect Varnish Stains—an exact imitation of rich, expensive woods, eight
beautiful shades.
Sold at popular prices.
We guarantee
them.
60c.a quart, 35c. a pint,
20c. a half pint.

The
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BARRETT

COMPANY

Factory at Troy, Ohio.
3 Wholesale stores: Dayton, Ohio, Troy Ohio, Jackson, Michigan
% ‘Rotall Stores:
Branch No. 1 § Bell 454
Branch No, 2
Bell 1274
Branch No.3
.
* 118 E Third
? Home 2454
1120 W. Third ? Home 6888
Troy, Ohio
Contracting Department, A.
D BARRETT, Supt., Home phone 6239. Bell 1445
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This is the
Place
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When the bath room or bed room is equipped with a snow-white

“Standard”

Porcelain Enameled Lavatory
comfort, convenience and perfect

sanitation are

assured.

“Standard”

Lavatories surpass all other makes in durability and beauty of design and
combine the strength . of iron with

the

beauty

of china.

Illustrated catalog sent free upon request.

Standard

Sanitary
PITTSBURGH,

Mfg.
PA.

Co.
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CLOTHES
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OHIO
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GEO. C. FRANCISCO
DRUGGIST

16 North Main Street

Desires

a continuance

DAYTON,

of

your

OHIO

patronage.

We have “Everything in Drugs.”’

Bell Phone 204

Home Phone 2204

The newest, best, and

nob-

biest things for Spring season,
1907,

are

Lere

in great

pro-

fusion.
The prices:

$10, $12, $15,

$18, $20.

We

give all the styles and

fit you carefully.
We

are

Younc’s

sole
Hats,

agents
New

York’s

most popular hat, $3.
New shirts, new

neckwear,

and Men’s Furnishings,

% Eagle
20

and

Clothing Co.
22
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DAYTON,
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Men’s

read a man’s

correctly

character

by

looking at his face....°.
It is very easy to work

up a
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an iron—and
not
spend
money or time on it either.
Every suit we show you is
tailored
into shape, not
pressed into Shapes, 2!...4.<
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such a fact, that’s why
speak of it so often
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The real truth about

Clothing can’t be told by
the appearance of the out-
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